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Over the last century hundreds of studies have demonstrated that testing is an effective intervention to enhance long-term retention of studied knowledge and facilitate mastery of new information, compared with restudying and many other learning strategies (e.g., concept mapping), a phenomenon termed the testing effect. How robust is this effect in applied settings beyond the laboratory? The current review integrated 48,478 students’ data, extracted from 222 independent studies, to investigate the magnitude, boundary conditions, and psychological underpinnings of test-enhanced learning in the classroom. The results show that overall testing (quizzing) raises student academic achievement to a medium extent ($g = 0.499$). The magnitude of the effect is modulated by a variety of factors, including learning strategy in the control condition, test format consistency, material matching, provision of corrective feedback, number of test repetitions, test administration location and timepoint, treatment duration, and experimental design. The documented findings support 3 theories to account for the classroom testing effect: additional exposure, transfer-appropriate processing, and motivation. In addition to their implications for theory development, these results have practical significance for enhancing teaching practice and guiding education policy and highlight important directions for future research.

Public Significance Statement
Testing (class quizzing) yields a variety of learning benefits, even though learners, instructors, and policymakers tend to lack full metacognitive insight into the virtues of testing. The current meta-analysis finds a reliable advantage of testing over other strategies in facilitating learning of factual knowledge, concept comprehension, and knowledge application in the classroom. Overall, testing is not only an assessment of learning but also an assessment for learning.
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Learning is defined as mastering new information or skills or modifying existing knowledge. The question of how to optimize learning has long been a fundamental concern for learners, instructors, policymakers, and researchers. Many effective strategies have been identified, such as note-taking, using mnemonics, constructing concept maps, rereading, interleaving to-be-learned materials, and so on (for a review, see Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013). Although testing is usually administered for assessment purposes (e.g., measuring comprehension or teaching effectiveness) in educational settings, research has repeatedly demonstrated that retrieval practice (i.e., retrieving information from memory) can more effectively consolidate long-term retention of...
studied information (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a) and facilitate mastery of new information (Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2018) by comparison with other strategies (e.g., concept mapping: Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; restudying: Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b; notetaking: Rummer, Schweppe, Gerst, & Wagner, 2017). This phenomenon is termed the testing effect or test-enhanced learning.

Test-enhanced learning has received considerable research attention over the last century (Abbott, 1909), and the past decade has witnessed an exponential increase in explorations of its effectiveness and boundary conditions (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the substantial increase in publications across the past 50 years). Notably, many studies have investigated the applicability of test-enhanced learning in the classroom (e.g., Chan, Kim, Garavalia, & Wang, 2018; Gokcora & DePaulo, 2018; Poljičanin et al., 2009). In these classroom studies, students in the intervention condition took regular quizzes by recalling or applying studied information to solve new problems, and quizzes were administered in a variety of formats, such as multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, cued recall, short answer, free recall, short essay, and so on. By contrast, students in the control condition were not quizzed. In course exams administered at the end of the semester or academic year, students in the intervention condition typically outperformed those in the control condition (for a review, see Moreira, Pinto, Starling, & Blunt, 2011; restudying: Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b; note-taking: Rummer, Schweppe, Gerst, & Wagner, 2017). This phenomenon is termed the forward testing effect or test-potentiated learning.

The current article aims to (a) provide a brief literature review of the testing effect, (b) offer a comprehensive meta-analytic review of its applications in the classroom, (c) explore the mechanisms underlying the classroom testing effect, and (d) illuminate some directions for future research.

Test-Enhanced Learning and Metacognitive Insight

Test-Enhanced Consolidation of Studied Information (the Backward Testing Effect)

In educational settings, testing is usually regarded as an evaluative instrument to assess learning and comprehension, or to gauge learners’ ongoing progress toward learning objectives. However, a large body of research has supplied convincing evidence that testing is also an effective technique to facilitate long-term retention of studied information (for reviews, see Adesope, Trevisan, & Sundararajan, 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a; Roediger, Putnam, & Smith, 2011; Rowland, 2014), a phenomenon we term the backward testing effect to make it distinct from the forward testing effect (see below for details; Pastötter & Bäuml, 2014; Yang et al., 2018). The backward testing effect (i.e., testing consolidates retention of studied information) is a robust phenomenon across different educational materials (such as foreign-translation word pairs, text passages, and lecture videos) in both the laboratory and the real classroom.

Two examples are illustrative. Roediger and Karpicke (2006b) asked participants to study two text passages, with one passage studied twice and the other studied once and tested once. In a final test one week later, the tested passage was substantially better recalled than the restudied one, demonstrating the backward testing effect. Leeming (2002b) documented test-enhanced learning in the classroom. In a 5-week Learning and Memory course, an exam-a-day group took a short quiz after each day’s classes, in which students answered two short-answer questions and were provided with 2–3 min of corrective feedback. The exam-a-day group took about 20 exams in total across the whole summer term. By contrast, a three-exam group only took exams on three classes across the term. In a final course exam administered near the end of the term, the exam-a-day group achieved significantly higher grades than the three-exam group.

Test-Enhanced Learning of New Information (the Forward Testing Effect)

The above discussion mainly focuses on the phenomenon that testing consolidates long-term retention of studied information. Besides aiding the mastery of studied information, many experiments have documented that testing on studied information can also facilitate acquisition of new information, a phenomenon termed the forward testing effect or test-potentiated new learning (i.e., testing prospectively facilitates learning of new information; for reviews, see Chan, Meissner, & Davis, 2018; Pastötter & Bäuml, 2014; Yang et al., 2018). For instance, Szpunar, McDermott, and Roediger (2008) instructed two groups of participants to study five 18-word lists. The experimental group took a free recall test shortly after studying each list, while a control group solved math problems (a filler task) after studying each of Lists 1–4 but took a test on List 5. In the free recall test on List 5, the experi-

---

1 These quizzes are typically designed to elicit recall or apply studied information to solve new problems. Tests requiring subjective reports (e.g., attitudes toward curriculum content) as well as intelligence and other standardized (e.g., creativity) tests are not the focus of the current review and hence are not discussed further.
mental group correctly recalled twice as many words as the control group, indicating a strong forward testing effect (i.e., interim testing on Lists 1–4 doubled learning and recall of List 5).

Although this forward effect has only been identified recently, a wealth of research has explored its generalizability and limits. It has been established that the effect is robust across a variety of educational materials, such as word lists (Aslan & Bäuml, 2016; Bäuml & Kliegl, 2013; Nunes & Weinstein, 2012;Pastötter, Schicker, Niedernhuber, & Bäuml, 2011;Pierce, Gallo, &McCain, 2017;Weinstein, Gilmore, Szpunar, & McDermott, 2014;Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2017), line drawings of common objects (Pastötter, Weber, & Bäuml, 2013), foreign-translation word pairs (Cho, Neely, Crocco, & Vitran, 2017; Yang et al., 2017), face-name pairs (Weinstein, McDermott, & Szpunar, 2011; Yang et al., 2017), text passages (Healy, Jones, Lalchandani, & Tack, 2017; Wissman, Rawson, & Pyc, 2011; Zhou, Yang, Cheng, Ma, &Zhao, 2015), lecture videos (Jing, Szpunar, & Schacter, 2016; Szpunar, Khan, & Schacter, 2013; Yue, Soderstrom, & Bjork, 2015), artistic styles (Lee & Ahn, 2018; Yang & Shanks, 2018), and spatial episodic information (Bufe & Aslan, 2018). The effect is not limited to healthy young adults but also occurs in children (Aslan & Bäuml, 2016), older adults (Pastötter & Bäuml, 2019), and patients with traumatic brain injury (Pastötter et al., 2013). Moreover, it generalizes to individuals with different levels of working memory capacity and test anxiety (Yang et al., 2020).

**Insight and Application of Test-Enhanced Learning**

Although the beneficial effects of testing on studied and new information are broad, researchers have frequently expressed dismay that learners, instructors, and policymakers tend not to appreciate these benefits and that retrieval practice has not been applied to enhance educational practices as widely as it could be (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). In a review article on effective learning strategies, Dunlosky et al. (2013, p. 29) wrote that “[w]e suspect that most students would prefer to take as few tests as possible.”

Roediger and Karpicke (2006b) observed that although tested passages were better recalled than restudied ones in their experiment on a test one week later, participants judged that the restudied passages would be better remembered than the tested ones. More recent findings come from Kirck-Johnson, Gallu, and Fraundorf (2019, Experiment 3). In this study, participants studied two passages, with one restudied and the other tested. Next they studied a third passage, decided whether they would like to restudy or take a test on it, and employed the selected strategy to reprocess it. Finally, 48 h later they took a cumulative test on all three passages. The results showed that a majority of participants chose to restudy the third passage, even though those who chose to take a practice test on it recalled it better in the cumulative test than those who chose to restudy it.

Some questionnaire surveys document similar findings. In a survey conducted by Karpicke, Butler, and Roediger (2009), only 1% of participants (students from the University of Washington at St. Louis) regarded retrieval practice as their best study strategy, and only 11% reported that they self-administered tests while studying. It is worth noting that some surveys found that students do employ self-testing during self-regulated learning (Geller et al.,2018; Hartwig & Dunlosky, 2012;Kornell & Bjork, 2007;McAndrew, Morrow, Atiyeh, & Pierre, 2016; Yan, Thai, & Bjork, 2014).

In all of the above-cited studies, which used the same questionnaire, students were prompted to answer “If you quiz yourself while you study, why do you do so?” by selecting one from four options: A. I learned more from that way than rereading; B. To figure out how well I have learned the information I’m studying; C. I found quizzing is more enjoyable than rereading; D. I do not quiz myself. These studies consistently demonstrated that only a minority of students (e.g., 9% in Kornell & Bjork, 2007) selected Option D. However, these studies also consistently showed that the majority of students (e.g., 68% in Kornell & Bjork, 2007) administered self-tests to determine how well they had mastered studied information (B), whereas only a minority (18%) acknowledged that testing facilitates learning (A), implying that self-tests are taken for diagnostic purposes rather than driven by metacognitive appreciation of test-enhanced learning (for related discussion, see Agarwal, D’Antonio, Roediger, McDermott, & McDaniel, 2014).

Similar to students, some teachers may also lack full appreciation of the benefits of test-enhanced learning. For instance, Morehead, Rhodes, and DeLozier (2016) prompted 76 college teachers to state why they thought students should test themselves. The majority (68%) of them reported that “students should administer tests to figure out how well they have learned the information they are studying,” with only 19% reporting that “students will learn more through testing than rereading.” Besides metacognitive unawareness, some instructors are reluctant to incorporate quizzes and exams into curricula, because they believe (not unreasonably) that administering quizzes is time-consuming (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a) and that scoring is excessively demanding. Some policymakers also underappreciate the benefits of testing or erroneously (from the perspective of student attainment) value other teaching activities over testing and advocate minimizing its use in schools. For instance, the Singapore Ministry of Education recently proposed to reduce the number of assessments at primary and secondary schools to free up more time for other goals (Singapore Ministry of Education, 2018). Other factors that may potentially result in underemployment of test-enhanced learning in educational settings are considered in the Discussion.

In summary, testing can enhance learning of studied and new information. Nonetheless, students, teachers, and policymakers tend to lack metacognitive insight into the virtues of testing or may inappropriately value other activities more than testing, leading to its underemployment in educational settings. If a comprehensive review of test-enhanced learning confirms its effectiveness in the classroom, this may serve to raise practitioners’ appreciation and promote application of testing in educational settings.

**Underlying Mechanisms of Test-Enhanced Learning**

Dozens of explanations have been proposed to account for test-enhanced learning. For instance, Rowland (2014) and Karpicke (2017) summarized a variety of explanations of how testing can enhance long-term retention of studied information, and Yang et al. (2018) reviewed eight theories proposed to account for why testing of studied information potentiates learning of new information. For the sake of brevity, here we combine several of the most influential explanations into four major accounts. At the outset, it should be acknowledged that these explanations are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and the mechanisms proposed by
some of them may combine to produce overlapping learning enhancements in some situations (Yang et al., 2018).

**Additional Exposure**

In many early studies, the testing effect was explored by comparing testing with a filler task or no activity (e.g., Glover, 1989). In these studies, the learned materials in the treatment condition were tested following initial learning, but testing was replaced by a filler (distractor) task or there were no further activities in the control condition. Because the learned content was not reviewed in the control condition, the testing effect documented in these studies could be explained by an *additional exposure* theory, which simply assumes that the benefits of retrieval derive from the reexposure duration (study time) it provides to the successfully recalled materials (Slamecka & Katsaiti, 1988; Thompson, Wenger, & Bartling, 1978).

This view has been challenged, however, by numerous later findings showing that testing can also more effectively boost long-term retention even when compared with restudying (which matches exposure time; e.g., Adesope et al., 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b; Rowland, 2014). Regardless of this challenge, the additional exposure theory remains a viable account for many important findings. For instance, the magnitude of test-enhanced learning is substantially larger when comparing testing with a filler task or no activity (Hedges’ $g = 0.93$) than when comparing it with restudying ($g = 0.51$; Adesope et al., 2017), and testing followed by feedback more effectively enhances later recall ($g = 0.73$) than it does without feedback ($g = 0.39$; Rowland, 2014). Overall, the above discussion suggests that additional exposure is likely to be one but not the only explanation for test-enhanced learning.

**Retrieval Effort**

*Retrieval effort* theory proposes that test-enhanced learning arises from cognitive effort expended in retrieving studied information from memory (Glover, 1989; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007a; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). This theory follows R. A. Bjork’s “desirable difficulty” framework (Bjork, 1994; Bjork & Bjork, 2011), which assumes that a difficult/effortful learning process produces better retention than an easy or less effortful one. R. A. Bjork proposed that memories have two strengths: storage strength, defined as the long-term establishment of memory, and retrieval strength, representing a memory’s momentary accessibility. For an item with low retrieval accessibility/strength (e.g., an item retrieved after a long retention interval), its successful retrieval from memory is demanding and effortful, which in turn boosts its long-term storage strength. Accordingly, a prediction of the retrieval effort theory is that, by comparison with easy retrieval practice, difficult practice will be more beneficial for long-term retention (Karpicke & Roediger, 2007a; Pyc & Rawson, 2009; Stenlund, Sundström, & Jonsson, 2016; Wang & Zhao, 2019).

Supporting evidence for the retrieval effort theory comes from Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis, which found that recall tests, associated with greater retrieval difficulty, produced larger memory gains ($g = 0.72$ for cued recall and $g = 0.82$ for free recall) than recognition tests ($g = 0.36$ for multiple choice and old/new recognition). It is, however, worth noting that Adesope et al.’s (2017) meta-analysis found that multiple-choice tests ($g = 0.70$) produced greater mnemonic benefits than cued recall ($g = 0.58$), free recall ($g = 0.62$), and short answer tests ($g = 0.48$), inconsistent with the retrieval effort view.

**Transfer-Appropriate Processing**

The retrieval effort explanation focuses on the direct benefit of testing—the idea that retrieval practice directly consolidates memories. Besides this, testing also confers a variety of indirect (mediating) advantages. For example, prior testing may inform learners about the test format and teach them how to “learn to the test.” Accordingly, they may adjust their subsequent encoding and retrieval strategies (Chan, Manley, Davis, & Szpunar, 2018; Thomas & McDaniel, 2013; Yang & Shanks, 2018), promoting efficient learning and benefiting retrieval.

Another potential indirect benefit of testing is *transfer-appropriate processing*, a concept referring to the well-established phenomenon whereby recall performance depends on the similarity between the mental operations brought to bear during the acquisition and assessment phases (Blaxton, 1989; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977). According to the transfer-appropriate processing theory, the reason why retrieval practice is beneficial for later retrieval is that initial tests and final assessments share similar mental processes, namely the processing steps required to retrieve a specific piece of information from memory. A major prediction of this theory is that retrieval practice ought to produce larger learning gains when the test format in the acquisition phase and final assessment are matched than when they are mismatched. It is worth noting that this prediction has been placed under doubt by recent research (e.g., Karpicke, Lehman, & Aue, 2014; Rowland, 2014). For instance, Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis documented that test format consistency did not significantly modulate the testing effect. Moreover, Carpenter and Delosh (2006) observed that cued-recall tests in the acquisition phase generated larger learning gains than recognition tests, regardless of whether the test format in the final assessment phase was cued recall or recognition (for related findings, see Glover, 1989; Kang, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007).

Despite these challenges, there is also a variety of supporting evidence. For instance, in contrast to the studies discussed above, Veltre, Cho, and Neely (2015) did find support for the predicted interaction between test format at acquisition and final test, and Adesope et al.’s (2017) meta-analysis found a larger testing effect for matched than for mismatched formats (for related findings, see Duchastel & Nungester, 1982). In brief, two meta-analyses yielded inconsistent findings regarding this theory (Adesope et al., 2017; Rowland, 2014), and further theoretical exploration is required.

**Motivation**

The class of *motivation* theories, which claim that frequent tests motivate learners to sustain or enhance their efforts to learn, comprises another influential explanation. Testing can maintain/enhance learning motivation in several different ways (Yang et al., 2018). For instance, experiencing retrieval failures in prior tests may induce metacognitive awareness of the difficulty of achieving successful retrieval and lead to dissatisfaction about poor test performance, which in turn may drive learners to study harder (Cho et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). Learners are frequently
overconfident regarding their learning status, and test performance provides diagnostic feedback to inform them about the gap between their anticipated and actual learning level (Szpunar, Jing, & Schacter, 2014), which then motivates them to expend more effort to narrow the perceived gap. In addition, frequent tests may induce high test expectancy (i.e., expecting to be tested subsequently), and test expectancy is an important motivator driving students to commit more effort to prepare for subsequent tests (Agarwal & Roediger, 2011; Szpunar, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007; Yang, Chew, Sun, & Shanks, 2019).

Numerous studies have provided supporting evidence for the motivation explanation. For instance, Schrank (2016) found that class quizzes increase attendance; Heiner, Banet, and Wieman (2014) reported that a preannounced quiz encourages students to read the assigned textbook material and prepare better before class; Yang et al. (2017) showed that frequent tests drive learners to allocate more time to learning; Szpunar et al. (2013) observed that learners make more notes when they are frequently tested; Jing et al. (2016) found that frequent tests reduce task-unrelated thoughts (i.e., mind wandering) while watching lecture videos; and Weinstein et al. (2014) found that frequent tests induce high test expectancy which in turn boosts test performance. However, it is noteworthy that Kang and Pashler (2014) reported that motivational interventions (e.g., monetary incentives) fail to significantly alter the magnitude of the testing effect, implying minimal influence of learning motivation on test-enhanced learning. A large-scale meta-analysis is required to clarify the role of motivation in the classroom testing effect. The relationship between the role of motivation in test-enhanced learning and the wider and very influential literature on motivation in the classroom has been under-explored. We return to this issue in the Discussion.

Rationale of the Current Meta-Analytic Review

To our knowledge, at least 90 review articles, identified in our literature search (see below), have been published endeavoring to summarize the findings of research on the testing effect (e.g., Moreira et al., 2019; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a; Roediger, Putnam, et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2018). Nonetheless, a majority (92%; 83 of 90) of them were qualitative literature reviews, and only seven conducted and reported formal meta-analyses (Adesope et al., 2017; Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, & Kulik, 1991; Chan, Manley, et al., 2018; Pan & Rickard, 2018; Phelps, 2012; Rowland, 2014; Schwieren, Barenberg, & Dutke, 2017). Five of these mainly integrated research findings from laboratory studies, with far fewer from classroom research (Adesope et al., 2017; Chan, Manley, et al., 2018; Pan & Rickard, 2018; Phelps, 2012; Rowland, 2014). For instance, Rowland (2014) explicitly excluded classroom studies from his meta-analysis, while only 11% of the 272 effects included in Adesope et al.’s (2017) recent meta-analysis came from classroom research.

It is important to highlight that there are numerous examples demonstrating that laboratory research findings do not always generalize to the classroom (e.g., Lundeberg & Fox, 1991) because laboratory settings are different from those in the classroom in many important respects. For instance, laboratory research is typically implemented on personal computers and is unimodal (e.g., words studied visually). In contrast, courses are orally taught by teachers, involve multimodal learning, and class quizzes and course exams are typically irrelevant to specific testing, but it is unusual in the classroom to administer a formative quiz without providing feedback. The amount of information for students to master is substantially greater in the classroom than in a single laboratory experiment (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). It is also important to highlight that students are typically more motivated to study in the classroom than participants in the laboratory (Kang & Pashler, 2014). Students frequently have background knowledge about class materials, but participants commonly have little prior knowledge about learning materials (e.g., Swahili-English word pairs) employed in laboratory research (Carpenter et al., 2016).

Most importantly, there are extensive divergences in the research procedures between laboratory and classroom settings (as schematically illustrated in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively). In laboratory research, participants typically study some materials and then take an initial test or complete a control activity. After either a short (e.g., 5 min) or long (e.g., one month) retention interval, a final test is administered (for an example, see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). In classroom research, by contrast, students typically take a quiz following each class (or unit) across a whole semester, in which they repeatedly experience study-test cycles with different materials studied in each cycle. They finally take a semester exam to measure their attainment (for an example, see Roediger, Agarwal, et al., 2011). These procedural divergences are critical and may well mean that different mechanisms underlie testing effects in the laboratory and classroom.

As shown in Figure 2B, the classroom procedure is similar to the widely used multiblock procedure for exploring the forward testing effect (see Yang et al., 2018, Figure 1; also see the above discussion of Szpunar et al., 2008). Hence, the classroom testing effect may originate from both direct (i.e., testing consolidates studied information) and indirect forward (i.e., testing boosts new learning) benefits of testing, whereas the laboratory testing effect, which typically involves only a single study-test cycle (see Figure 2A), may largely result from the direct benefit.

All of these divergences between laboratory and classroom research may significantly modulate the testing effect. Take corrective feedback as an illustration. Many studies have established that corrective feedback is a fortifier of test-enhanced learning that increases the benefits of retrieval (Kang et al., 2007; Lantz & Stawiski, 2014; Moreira et al., 2019; Rowland, 2014; Vojdanoska, Cranney, & Newell, 2010). Given that corrective feedback is frequently not provided in...
laboratory research (e.g., 67% of laboratory studies in Rowland’s meta-analysis) but typically offered in the classroom, the magnitude of the classroom testing effect may be greater than that seen in the laboratory. However, there are also reasons to expect a smaller or even null testing effect in the classroom. For instance, based on the motivation theory, testing boosts learning through enhancing motivation. Because students in the classroom are typically more motivated to study than participants in the laboratory (Kang & Pashler, 2014), there may be little room left for testing to improve learning motivation in the classroom, leading to a smaller or null testing benefit.

In sum, laboratory and classroom research differ in many important ways, and laboratory research often lacks ecological validity. Hence, it is unknown to what extent laboratory findings can inform educational practices and pedagogical policies, and a comprehensive meta-analysis especially focusing on classroom research is called for. Previously, two meta-analytic reviews have been conducted to specifically focus on the effect of testing on classroom learning: Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) and Schwieren et al. (2017). However, Bangert-Drowns et al.’s meta-analysis was published nearly 30 years ago and focused on the test frequency effect (that is, more frequently administered quizzes produce greater learning enhancement than less frequent ones), whereas Schwieren et al.’s (2017) meta-analytic review only focused on the testing effect in Psychology classes. Because of the restriction to the subject of Psychology, the majority of the learners included in Schwieren et al.’s meta-analysis were college students, with a minority coming from high schools. Because test-enhanced learning may be study material and age dependent, it remains unclear whether the classroom testing effect can be extended to other subjects (such as Biology, Engineering, and so on) and to younger age groups (such as elementary school children). In addition, as we will show below, many important moderators of the classroom testing effect were not investigated by Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) or Schwieren et al. (2017).

Another important reason why a new meta-analysis may be valuable is that many results emerging from prior meta-analyses were inconsistent or even conflicting. For instance, Rowland’s (2014) meta-analysis showed that offering corrective feedback following testing almost doubled the testing benefit ($g = 0.73$ with feedback compared with $g = 0.39$ without feedback), but Adesope et al. (2017) found no moderating effect of feedback (with feedback, $g = 0.63$; without feedback, $g = 0.60$). Such inconsistent findings are problematic theoretically as well as confusing for practitioners regarding whether corrective feedback should be presented or withheld following class quizzes. Rowland (2014) and Adesope et al. (2017) also reported inconsistent results regarding whether test format consistency modulates test-enhanced learning, which bears theoretical importance for the transfer-appropriate processing account. Hence, further explorations of these important questions are undertaken in the current review. Going beyond Rowland (2014) and Adesope et al. (2017), the current review directly investigated these questions in educational settings (i.e., the classroom) with a substantially larger dataset (i.e., more than 48,000 students’ data extracted from more than 200 studies).

Lastly, but importantly, exploring the moderators of the classroom testing effect provides a pathway to explore its underlying mechanisms. It is possible that different mechanisms may contribute to testing effects in the laboratory and classroom (see above for a detailed discussion). Previous theoretical explorations, derived mainly from laboratory research, might have limited applicability to the classroom testing effect. Unfortunately, most classroom studies have concentrated on the application of test-enhanced learning in the classroom, with its psychological underpinnings largely unexamined. Without a much deeper exploration of its cognitive and motivational underpinnings and boundary conditions in the classroom, educational translation and exploitation are likely to be hindered.
The current review aims to address 19 important questions about
the classroom testing effect. As an aid to the reader, we summarize
these questions in Table 1 (left side) with the corresponding answers
(meta-analytic findings; right side). In addition, the Results section is
organized in the same order as they appear in the table.

Table 1
Questions Explored in the Current Review and the Corresponding Research Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers (research findings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Does (and if so, to what extent) classroom testing boost student attainment?</td>
<td>Classroom testing significantly boosts student learning achievement to a medium extent ($g = 0.499$). The $p$-curve analysis shows strong evidence supporting the existence of test-enhanced learning in the classroom. The risk of publication bias in this research field is small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Against what comparison treatments does quiz format enhance learning?</td>
<td>By comparison with no/filler activity ($g = 0.610$), testing with fewer questions ($g = 0.465$), restudying ($g = 0.330$), and other elaborative strategies ($g = 0.095$), testing is overall a more powerful method to enhance classroom learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Does quiz format matter?</td>
<td>Test-enhanced learning generalizes to different test formats ($g = 0.913$ for Matching; $g = 0.773$ for Fill-in-the-blank; $g = 0.638$ for Short answer; $g = 0.567$ for Multiple choice; $g = 0.316$ for Cued recall; $g = 0.238$ for Free recall; $g = 0.336$ for a mixture of different test formats), and test format does not significantly modulate the benefits of testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Can knowledge tested in one format be retrieved to answer questions presented in a different format?</td>
<td>The classroom testing effect is significantly greater than 0 when test formats are mismatched between quizzes and exams, indicating transfer of the effect to different test formats (i.e., applying knowledge tested in one format to answer questions presented in a different format). Nevertheless, consistent test formats ($g = 0.531$) are associated with a significantly larger effect size than inconsistent formats ($g = 0.399$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Does testing benefit untested knowledge?</td>
<td>Testing significantly benefits untested knowledge, although to a smaller extent ($g = 0.321$) than that for tested knowledge ($g = 0.512$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Should corrective feedback be offered?</td>
<td>Offering corrective feedback following class quizzes ($g = 0.537$) significantly increases learning gains over not providing feedback ($g = 0.374$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. Does the number of test repetitions matter?</td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between the number of test repetitions and the classroom testing effect, indicating that the more occasions on which class content is quizzed, the larger the learning gains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. Does test-enhanced learning work at all levels of education?</td>
<td>Test-enhanced learning generalizes to elementary school ($g = 0.328$), middle school ($g = 0.597$), high school ($g = 0.655$), and university/college ($g = 0.486$). No firm conclusion can be made about whether it works in continuing education ($g = 0.314 \pm 0.081, 0.709$), $p = .119$ because few studies ($k = 6$) have explored this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9. Does testing enhance classroom learning to different extents for male and female students?</td>
<td>There is no reliable association between female gender ratios and the classroom testing effect, indicating that male and female students benefit from testing to a comparable extent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10. Does test-enhanced learning generalize to a range of subjects?</td>
<td>Across 18 subject categories, testing consistently facilitates learning achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11. Does testing benefit different levels of knowledge?</td>
<td>Testing is not only beneficial for learning facts ($g = 0.524$), but also promotes conceptual learning ($g = 0.644$) and facilitates knowledge application in the service of problem solving ($g = 0.453$). Quizzes administered in the classroom ($g = 0.514$) tend to be more beneficial than those administered outside of the classroom ($g = 0.401$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12. Should tests be administered in or out of the classroom?</td>
<td>Both pre- ($g = 0.186$) and postclass ($g = 0.536$) quizzes significantly enhance learning, but postclass quizzes are more effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13. Should tests be administered pre- or postclass?</td>
<td>Administration mode (e.g., paper-and-pen, clicker response system, online) does not significantly modulate the classroom testing effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14. Does administration mode matter?</td>
<td>Testing benefits systematically increase from single class treatment ($g = 0.385$), treatment lasting less than a semester ($g = 0.521$), treatment lasting a whole semester ($g = 0.547$), to that lasting longer than a semester ($g = 0.624$). There is a significantly positive relationship between the classroom testing effect and the total number of class meetings. Hence, the relationship between test-enhanced learning and treatment duration is approximately linearly increasing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15. How does the effectiveness of test-enhanced learning vary with treatment duration?</td>
<td>There is no significant difference in testing benefits between high- ($g = 0.441$) and low-stake ($g = 0.477$) quizzes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16. Does stake level matter?</td>
<td>Even though the results show that there is no significant difference in testing benefits between collaborative ($g = 0.653$) and independent ($g = 0.490$) quizzes, no firm conclusion can be reached at present because few studies ($k = 21$) have explored the effectiveness of collaborative testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17. Should students take class quizzes independently or collaboratively?</td>
<td>Experimental design has a significant influence, with larger benefits for within-subjects designs ($g = 0.674$) than for between-subjects ones ($g = 0.415$). Instructor matching (i.e., whether the quizzed and un-quizzed students are taught by the same instructors) does not significantly modulate test-enhanced learning (Same instructor: $g = 0.459$; Different instructors: $g = 0.527$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18. What research characteristics modulate the effect size of test-enhanced learning?</td>
<td>The research findings support the additional exposure, transfer-appropriate processing, and motivation theories to account for the classroom testing effect, but not the retrieval effort theory (for details, see the Discussion).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19. What are the mechanisms underlying the classroom testing effect?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meta-analysis finds that class quizzing significantly improves students’ assessment performance, with a medium effect size.

Q.2 Against What Comparison Treatments Does Quizzing Enhance Learning?

The effectiveness of test-enhanced learning has been widely explored by comparing testing with a variety of other strategies, such as restudying, concept mapping, and so on. In classroom research, the most widely used strategy in the control condition is no or filler activity, wherein students either do not undertake any other activities or complete irrelevant filler tasks. Other studies have compared the effectiveness of testing with that of restudying, wherein students restudied the curriculum content or reread the textbook (or class notes). A small proportion of studies compared testing with other elaborative strategies, such as concept mapping, note-taking, summarizing, and so on. Exploring whether control strategies modulate test-enhanced learning brings important theoretical implications. For instance, according to the additional exposure explanation, we expect that learning gains in the treatment (quiz) group will be larger in comparison with no or filler activity (with low reexposure in the control condition) than with restudying (with high reexposure). From a practical perspective, it is important to explore whether testing more effectively enhances classroom learning beyond other elaborative strategies (such as concept mapping, note-taking, and so on).

Q.3 Does Quiz Format Matter?

There are dozens of test formats employed in class quizzes, such as fill-in-the-blank, cued recall, free recall, short answer, matching, multiple choice, short essay, and so on. Practically, it is crucial to explore which testing formats are most efficient for enhancing classroom learning. Theoretically, exploring whether recall tests (e.g., cued recall, free recall) are more beneficial than recognition tests (e.g., multiple choice, matching) can offer a means to test the retrieval effort theory (Rowland, 2014). Recall that this account predicts larger learning gains for difficult recall tests than for easy recognition tests.

Q.4 Can Knowledge Tested in One Format Be Retrieved to Answer Questions Presented in a Different Format?

An important aspect of the transfer of the testing effect is whether knowledge tested in one format (such as short answer) can be later retrieved to answer questions presented in a different format (such as multiple choice). Exploring whether consistency between quiz and exam formats modulates the testing effect can yield important theoretical insight regarding the contributions of transfer-appropriate processing to the classroom testing effect. Recall that this account predicts greater testing benefits when quiz and exam formats are matched than mismatched, and Rowland (2014) and Adesope et al. (2017) reported inconsistent findings on this question.

Q.5 Does Testing Benefit Untested Knowledge?

The concern regarding whether test-enhanced learning transfers to untested information has received increasing attention in recent years, with some studies documenting positive effects (e.g., Cho et al., 2017) and others finding null or even negative effects (e.g., Davis, Chan, & Wilford, 2017; Little, Storm, & Bjork, 2011). In a recent meta-analysis, Pan and Rickard (2018) found little enhancing effect on untested materials ($g = 0.16, 95\%$ CI $[-0.10, 0.43]$). However, Pan and Rickard only included 17 effects for untested materials, which means that the precision of their estimate is relatively low (as indicated by the wide confidence interval) and their nonsignificant enhancing effect might be a false negative resulting from low statistical power. In addition, as noted by Pan and Rickard (2018, p. 728), in some of their included studies (most of which were laboratory studies), there was no semantic relation between tested and untested information. Little et al. (2011) found that semantic coherence between tested and untested material is a key modulator of the enhancing effect on untested materials (i.e., testing promotes retention of untested/related materials but results in little enhancement for untested/unrelated materials). Hence, the lack of semantic relatedness between tested and untested materials might be another source of the nonsignificant enhancement observed in Pan and Rickard’s meta-analysis, and their findings do not preclude its existence in the classroom because lecture contents usually are strongly related and textbook sections are cohesively organized.

Q.6 Should Corrective Feedback Be Offered?

As discussed above, Rowland (2014) and Adesope et al. (2017) reached inconsistent conclusions regarding whether corrective feedback adds additional value for test-enhanced learning. To resolve this puzzle, our meta-analysis includes a more comprehensive set of studies to explore the modulating role of feedback. Going beyond Rowland (2014) and Adesope et al. (2017), we directly explore this question in educational settings.

Q.7 Does the Number of Test Repetitions Matter?

The number of repeated tests on the same information (i.e., the total number of times that the same materials are repeatedly tested) has been assumed to be an important modulator of test-enhanced learning. Roediger and Karpicke (2006b), for instance, found that, on a 1-week final test, their STTT group (which studied a text once and then took three free recall tests) recalled more text materials than their SSST group (which studied the text three times and took a free recall test once). Such findings clearly indicate that a greater number of test repetitions can yield larger learning enhancement (for related findings, see Eriksson, Kalpouzos, & Nyberg, 2011; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007b, 2008; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; McDermott, 2006; Pyc & Rawson, 2009; Soderstrom, Kerr, & Bjork, 2016; Vaught & Rawson, 2011; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). However, strikingly, Adesope et al.’s (2017) meta-analysis found that the testing benefit was larger when there was only one ($g = 0.70$) compared with more than one ($g = 0.51$) test on the same material. Given this inconsistency, further exploration is required.

Q.8 Does Test-Enhanced Learning Work at All Levels of Education?

From a developmental perspective, it is important to explore whether test-enhanced learning generalizes to different education
levels (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a), such as elementary school, middle school, high school, university/college, and continuing education. Even though test-enhanced learning has been soundly established for university/college students, some studies found little or even negative testing effects (i.e., testing impairs learning) for elementary students (e.g., Leahy, Hanham, & Sweller, 2015).

Q.9 Does Testing Enhance Classroom Learning to Different Extents for Male and Female Students?

Gender has a variety of influences on learning and memory (e.g., Asperholm, Högman, Rafi, & Herlitz, 2019; Herlitz, Nilsson, & Bäckman, 1997; Lewin & Herlitz, 2002). Its modulating role in the testing effect has also been repeatedly explored, but with inconsistent results. For instance, Gokcora and DePaulo (2018) observed that female students benefited more from class quizzing, whereas by contrast Nakos and Whiting (2018) observed the exact reverse pattern, with greater test-induced enhancement for male students. Given the inconsistency of the research findings, it is striking that none of the previous meta-analyses explored the modulating role of gender in the testing effect.

Q.10 Does Test-Enhanced Learning Generalize Across a Range of Subjects?

The magnitude of test-enhanced learning tends to be material-dependent (Rowland, 2014). Different types of knowledge are delivered in different subjects (e.g., Biology, History). Hence, it is critical to explore whether the classroom testing effect generalizes to different subjects. Going beyond Schwieren et al. (2017), who only examined the effects obtained in Psychology classes, the current review included effects from 31 different subjects.

Q.11 Does Testing Benefit Different Levels of Knowledge?

Retrieval practice has been met with the criticism that it is a “drill-and-kill” strategy and only enhances “inert knowledge,” which cannot be utilized to solve new problems in unfamiliar contexts (Fey, 2012). To test this claim, the current review asks whether class testing can enhance conceptual (high-level) learning and problem-solving (knowledge application to solve new problems). We coded assessment (exam) content into three categories: Fact learning, Concept learning, and Problem-solving. For low-level Fact learning, students’ main task is to remember specific facts, such as foreign words, historical events, and so on. For high-level Concept learning, students are required to comprehend information by integrating different pieces of information and make uncertain inferences that go beyond direct experience (Jacob, Wahlheim, & Coane, 2010; Yang & Shanks, 2018). For instance, elementary students are required to learn different mathematical concepts and language students are required to master rules of syntax. For Problem-solving, students are expected to apply learnt knowledge or skills to solve new problems in new contexts.

Q.12 Should Tests Be Administered In or Out of the Classroom?

One possible reason why teachers are sometimes reluctant to administer class quizzes is that they think administering them is time-consuming and reduces time for didactic teaching. To prevent it from occupying teaching time, some researchers have offered quizzes as homework or published the quiz questions online, with students completing them out of the classroom (e.g., Grimstad & Grabe, 2004; Marden, Ulman, Wilson, & Velan, 2013). We therefore ask whether quiz administration location (i.e., inside vs. outside the classroom) modulates test-enhanced learning? From a practical perspective, it is important to explore which type of quiz (in or out of the classroom) produces superior gains. It is surprising that, to our knowledge, this question has never been explored before.

Classroom quizzes are typically supervised by instructors and are mandatory class activities. By contrast, quizzes administered outside the classroom are usually undertaken without supervision and unproctored, and students may not fully engage in those quizzes or may even cheat in them. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that classroom quizzes may produce larger learning gains than ones administered out of the classroom. However, on the other hand, it is also possible that quizzes administered out of the classroom can produce greater benefits because they do not reduce teaching time. Overall, whether quizzes administered in or outside the classroom are more effective has not been explored before, it is difficult to make a clear prediction, and a direct investigation is needed.

Q.13 Should Tests Be Administered Pre- or Postclass?

Even though most classroom studies have administered quizzes at the end of a class or a unit wherein students were quizzed on the taught content, many other studies have explored the effectiveness of preclass quizzes, with to-be-taught content tested before formal lecturing. Preclass quizzing is expected to enhance learning by stimulating students to keep up with course readings before class and by informing them what to remember during class (Graham, 1999; Johnson & Kiviniemi, 2009; Narloch, Garbin, & Tarnage, 2006). Nonetheless, there is little agreement regarding whether preclass quizzes can enhance student achievement (Gunasekera, 1997; Johnson & Kiviniemi, 2009). Hence, a meta-analysis is required to test the existence or absence of an enhancing effect of preclass quizzes. If the answer is affirmative, another important question arises: is pre- or postclass quizzing more beneficial? This question can be explored by assessing the modulating role of administration timepoint (preclass vs. postclass).

Q.14 Does Administration Mode Matter?

Although class tests are typically administered in a conventional modality (i.e., paper-and-pen), with the development of new technologies, more and more modes are available to make it easier to administer tests, such as clicker response systems, smartphones, online websites (e.g., Moodle), and personal computers. Little agreement has been reached about whether administration mode modulates the testing effect (e.g., Bojinova & Oigara, 2011; Lantz & Stawiski, 2014; Zheng & Bender, 2019).

Q.15 How Does the Effectiveness of Test-Enhanced Learning Vary With Treatment Duration?

As discussed above, the laboratory testing effect might be largely attributable to the mechanisms underlying the classic test-
ing effect on studied information; by contrast, the mechanisms proposed to account for the forward testing effect (i.e., testing enhances new learning) and those for the classic testing effect may jointly contribute to the classroom testing effect. Hence, it is reasonable to expect a larger enhancement in studies administering quizzes across multiple classes (wherein many study-test cycles are involved, with different materials studied in each cycle) than in studies administering a quiz in a single class (wherein all information is studied in a single session and there is only one study-test cycle). To evaluate this possibility, we test whether the effect size of test-enhanced learning in multiple classes is larger than that in a single class. To foreshadow, this expectation is confirmed by the current meta-analysis. Then, another important question comes to the fore: How does the effectiveness of quiz-enhanced learning vary with treatment duration?

The motivation theory yields two contrasting predictions regarding how the effectiveness of test-enhanced learning may evolve with treatment duration. The first is that the longer the treatment lasts, the more effectively quizzing will benefit student learning. Supporting evidence comes from a study by Schrank (2016). Schrank found that students’ attendance in a daily exam class (which undertook a quiz each day) was maintained at a steady level across a whole semester (about 90%), whereas attendance in the control section (which did not take a daily quiz) steadily decreased from the beginning (about 90%) to the end of the semester (about 66%). This finding implies that without frequent class quizzes, student motivation and engagement are likely to decrease gradually as the course continues, but this decrease may be prevented by daily quizzes (for related findings, see Healy et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). Hence, it is possible that the effectiveness of test-enhanced learning systematically increases as a function of treatment duration.

The second prediction is an inverse U-shaped relation between test-enhanced learning and treatment duration. Specifically, the effect should be small for short treatment, increase from short to medium treatment, and decrease from medium to long treatment. Prior quizzes may initially motivate students to study harder and promote their attainment, but they may gradually get used to quizzing as the course continues, with the motivational consequences of quizzing decreasing across the course, leading to a smaller enhancement for long treatment. There is some support for this hypothesis (J. E. Steele, 2003). J. E. Steele taught Physiology courses across an academic year (i.e., two semesters). In the first semester, students who took class quizzes performed better on course exams than those who did not take quizzes, but test-enhanced learning was absent in the second semester (for related findings, see Golding, Wasarhaley, & Fletcher, 2012). Overall, two distinct predictions can be derived from the motivation theory about the role of treatment duration in the classroom testing effect, which are tested in the current review.

Q.16 Does Stake Level Matter?

To motivate students to learn better, some instructors increase the stake-level of class quizzes by informing students that their quiz performance will be included in their course grade (Khanna, 2015) or by offering extra awards (such as course credit) for superior quiz performance (Michaels, 2017). However, a potential side effect of increasing quiz stake is that it may induce high test anxiety (Khanna, 2015; Tobias, 1985; Tse & Pu, 2012), which brings a variety of learning detriments (e.g., difficulty concentrating, poor test performance). Hence, it is difficult to make a clear prediction about whether increasing the stake-level of class quizzes will boost or impair learning. This question will be explored by asking whether stake level of class quizzes modulates the classroom testing effect.

Q.17 Should Students Take Class Tests Independently or Collaboratively?

Even though students typically take class tests independently, some studies have explored the effects of collaborative testing, wherein a small group of students jointly answer a set of test questions through group discussion. The effectiveness of collaborative testing is still under debate, with some studies supporting collaborative testing over independent testing (e.g., Martin, Friessen, & De Pau, 2014; Rezaei, 2015) and others showing no difference (e.g., Haberyan & Barnett, 2010; Leight, Saunders, Calkins, & Withers, 2012). The inconsistent findings will be reevaluated in the current meta-analysis.

Q.18 What Research Characteristics Modulate the Effect Size of Test-Enhanced Learning?

Different studies with different research designs and characteristics may yield different estimates of the magnitude of the classroom testing effect. Two research characteristics are evaluated in the current review. The first is whether test manipulation is implemented within-subjects (whereby some curriculum content is tested and other untested, and the testing effect is quantified by a within-subjects comparison) or between-subjects (whereby some students are tested and others untested, and the testing effect is quantified by a between-subjects comparison). The second is whether the courses in the treatment and control conditions are delivered by the same instructor(s).

Q.19 What Are the Mechanisms Underlying the Classroom Testing Effect?

As discussed above, the laboratory and classroom testing effects may be driven by different mechanisms, and the classroom testing effect’s underlying mechanisms have scarcely been explored. Hence, an important goal of the current meta-analysis is to investigate its cognitive and motivational underpinnings.

Method

Literature Search

To obtain a comprehensive set of eligible studies, we conducted a systematic search using the following search term: [testing effect" OR test-enhanced learning OR test" OR retrieval practice" OR quiz" OR exam" OR assessment"] AND [classroom" OR class" OR lecture" OR course"]. The search was performed in the following electronic databases: Web of Science, PubMed, PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, Google Scholar, and the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global Database. In a pilot search before initiating this project, Google Scholar returned over 421,000 articles. Be-
cause Google Scholar only allowed access to the first 1,000 results, we preplanned to only screen this number of articles. In addition, we used different combinations of the above search terms to reconduct the study search several times to ensure comprehensiveness.

We took further steps to identify eligible studies. The reference lists of the seven meta-analytic reviews cited previously and their Google Scholar citations were screened. The 1,965 Google Scholar citations of Roediger and Karpicke (2006a) were also manually checked. We emailed 134 corresponding authors, whose studies were identified as eligible in the above search and which were published after (and including) the year 2000, to request any unpublished studies meeting the inclusion criteria, and they were also encouraged to forward our e-mail request to any other researchers who might have relevant data.

**Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria**

1. Only classroom studies were included, for which at least the initial learning phase (e.g., lecturing) occurred in the classroom. In other words, curriculum content had to be delivered in the classroom. In some studies, quizzes were administered outside the classroom (e.g., online) with the aim of freeing up teaching time (e.g., Grimstad & Grabe, 2004). Such studies were included to explore the modulating effect of quiz administration location, as discussed above. Laboratory and online education (distance education) studies were not included.

2. Only studies which compared testing/quizzing with no quizzing (or quizzing with fewer test questions) were included. Some studies explored the test frequency effect (e.g., Kling, McCorkle, Miller, & Reardon, 2005; Murphy & Stanga, 1994), with some students taking short quizzes frequently (e.g., each day) and others taking long quizzes less frequently (e.g., each week or month). In these studies, the frequently and less frequently quizzed students were tested on the same number of questions and the same materials, except that the test frequency was different. Such studies were excluded because all students were tested on the same questions and the same materials. Readers interested in the test frequency effect can consult Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) for a comprehensive review.

3. Duplicates were excluded. In addition, if the same results were reported in both a thesis and a journal article published by the same authors (e.g., Carpenter, Rahman, & Perkins, 2018; Rahman, 2017), the thesis was excluded.

4. Empirical studies were included. Qualitative interviews, questionnaire survey studies, studies only involving subjective measures (e.g., *How well do you think you have mastered the knowledge in this chapter?*) without objective measures (e.g., recall tests) of learning outcomes, and review articles were not included.

5. Only studies reporting sufficient information for effect size calculation were included.

6. Only articles written in English were considered.

The screening procedure and results are reported in a flowchart (see Figure 3).

**Data Extraction and Analysis**

The first author (CY) and a research assistant independently performed data extraction and moderator coding. The research assistant was trained on how to perform the data extraction and moderator coding before the project commenced. All divergences were settled through discussion.

If Cohen’s ds were reported in the original reports, we directly extracted the reported values. Otherwise, Cohen’s ds were calculated using the formulae provided by Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, and Rothstein (2009).

For withinsubjects effects, correlations between exam performance in the treatment and control conditions are required to adjust within-group standard deviations (SDs) and Hedge’s gs. Unfortunately, few studies reported these values. However, 59 withinsubjects effects, identified in the current metaanalysis, simultaneously reported means, SDs (or SEs), and pairedsamples t values (or Cohen’s ds). These data enabled us to calculate the correlations (rs) between their dependent measures (Morris & DeShon, 2002). The 59 r coefficients were transformed into Fisher’s Z scores (Silver & Dunlap, 1987) and then submitted to a multilevel random-effects meta-analysis, which found a significantly positive correlation between dependent measures, $Z = 0.494 [0.370, 0.618]$, $p < .001$. This Z score was then transformed back to $r = .457 [0.354, 0.550]$. Accordingly, the current meta-analysis imputed a correlation of 0.457 for all withinsubjects design effects.

To mitigate potential bias in effects with small sample sizes, all Cohen’s ds were transformed into Hedge’s gs using the bias correction function provided by Hedges (1982). Given that some effects were extracted from a single study (and the same sample), which might violate the assumption of independence, all metaanalyses were performed using multilevel randomeffects models (except where noted otherwise), adding a random intercept at the study level (Pastor & Lazowski, 2018; Van Den Noortgate & Ongena, 2003). All analyses were conducted via the R *metafor* package (Viechtbauer, 2010) unless noted otherwise.

**Results**

The database search procedure identified 220 studies as eligible, while correspondence with researchers elicited two more research projects. From those 222 projects (marked by * in the reference list), 573 effects and 48,478 students’ data were extracted.

---

2 Another approach to address the correlation issue is to follow the recommendation from Cumming (2012) by imputing a correlation of 0.500 for all withinsubjects design effects, as was done in previous metaanalyses (e.g., Chan, Meissner, & Davis, 2018; Pan & Rickard, 2018; Rowland, 2014). We note that, regardless of setting r to 0.457 or 0.500, all results showed the same patterns.

3 We thank Antônio Jaeger and Autumn B. Hostetter for sharing their unpublished data with us.
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The weighted mean effect size, generated by a multilevel random-effects model, was $g = 0.499 [0.442, 0.557]$, $p < .001$, indicating that quizzing raises academic achievement scores overall by approximately one half standard deviation. Heterogeneity among the effects was substantial, $Q(572) = 4,816$, $p < .001$. The median effect size was $g = 0.446$, slightly smaller than the weighted mean. As shown in Figure 4, the overall distribution of effects was right skewed (skewness value $= 1.096$). The majority (82.9%) of effects were positive, with a minority (15.5%) negative and only 1.6% showing a null effect ($g = 0$).

Outlier and Influential Case Diagnostics

Sensitivity analyses (such as leave-one-out, Cook’s distances) were conducted to detect outliers and influential cases. Because metafor does not apply these analyses to multilevel meta-analysis, we ran them using a conventional random-effects model. The results identified seven outliers (with gs ranging from 2.234 to 3.269). After removing these seven effects, we reran the multilevel random-effects meta-analysis, which found that the weighted mean fell slightly to $g = 0.476 [0.425, 0.527]$, $p < .001$, $Q(565) = 4,066$, $p < .001$. Viechtbauer (2010) noted that the detection of an outlying/influential effect does not automatically merit its deletion. In addition, when we rechecked these effects, we did not find any miscoding. Hence, we decided to retain them in the following analyses, and we note that including or excluding these seven effects does not significantly affect the overall result patterns.

Publication Bias: $p$-Curve

$p$-curve analysis is a recently developed measurement tool to detect the existence or absence of an effect by evaluating the distribution of significant $p$ values (Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014a). For a true effect, the distribution of significant $p$ values (i.e., $p < .05$) should be significantly right-skewed, with $p < .025$ much more prevalent than $.025 < p < .05$. For a spurious
effect without publication bias and/or p-hacking, all significant p values should appear with equal probability and the distribution of significant p values should be flat. For a spurious effect with publication bias/p-hacking, the distribution of significant p values would be left-skewed.

Following Simonsohn et al.’s guidelines (available at http://www.p-curve.com/guide.pdf; also see Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014b), the corresponding p values were selected from the key contrasts. p-curve analysis was conducted via the online application (Version 4.06) developed by Simonsohn and colleagues (available at http://www.p-curve.com/app4/), and the corresponding distribution is depicted in Figure 5. The right skewness of the p-curve was significant, $z = -36.85, p < .001$ (full p-curve), and $z = -34.80, p < .001$ (half p-curve), confirming that the included studies contain evidential value for the existence of the classroom testing effect. In addition, the p-curve did not indicate evidential inadequacy (i.e., flatter than 33% power), $z = 25.64, p > .999$ (full p-curve), and $z = 32.19, p > .999$ (half p-curve). The estimated power of tests included in the p-curve was 99%. Overall, the p-curve analysis finds strong evidence for the existence of test-enhanced learning in the classroom.

Publication Bias: Other Methods

Five quantitative methods were employed to detect whether the included effects were biased. Before reporting the results, we highlight that there is currently no perfect technique for assessing and correcting publication bias (Pham, Platt, McAuley, Klassen, & Moher, 2001; Stanley, 2017), and existing methods suffer from various limitations and weaknesses (Carter, Schönbrodt, Gervais, & Hilgard, 2019). For instance, PET-PEESE (see below) often overadjusts the effects leading to underestimation of effect size (Gervais, 2015); Duval and Tweedie’s Trim-and-Fill method is known to undercorrect for publication bias (Hilgard, 2017); although publication year and status are possible indices of publication bias, little can be done to correct them; and the model selection approach may suffer from convergence problems, especially when the number of included effects is small (Terrin, Schmid, Lau, & Olkin, 2003). We hence applied a variety of widely used methods to provide a comprehensive assessment of potential publication bias in the included effects.

The first is to explore the relationship between the magnitude of the effect and publication year. The logic behind this analysis is that, if initial results are biased by selective publication of significant findings, later studies addressing the same finding are unlikely to obtain equally large effects. Therefore, for a spurious effect, reported effect sizes ought to gradually decrease across years (Borenstein & Cooper, 2009). A multilevel random-effects metaregression, regressing gs onto publication year (ranging from 1929 to 2019), showed no relationship between these two variables, $\beta = 0.0006, Q(1) = 0.091, p = .763$ (see Figure 6), indicating little risk of time-based publication bias.

The second method is to explore whether publication status modulates the effects. The logic of this method is that significant results (with larger effect sizes) are more likely to be published than nonsignificant ones (with smaller effect sizes). We coded the 573 effects into two categories based on their publication status: Published ($k = 487$, including 485 from journal articles and 2 from book chapters) and Unpublished ($k = 86$, including 61 from dissertations, 21 from conference reports, and 4 from unpublished projects). A multilevel metaregression analysis showed that publication status did not significantly modulate the included effects, $Q(1) = 0.607, p = .436$, with $g = 0.510 [0.447, 0.573], p < .001$, for published effects and $g = 0.449 [0.311, 0.588], p < .001$, for unpublished effects. Again, these results reveal minimal evidence of publication bias.

The third method is Egger’s regression, which assesses the relationship between gs and their corresponding SEs (Egger, Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997), shown in the funnel plot in Figure 7. Considering the limitations of Egger’s regression, PET–PEESE was employed (Stanley & Doucouliagos, 2014). To our

![Figure 4](image-url) Kernel density distribution plot depicting the density distribution of the included effects. The dotted red and blue lines represent the weighted mean and median, respectively. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

![Figure 5](image-url) p-curve plot depicting the distribution of significant p values. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
knowledge, PET-PEESE is not applicable to multilevel meta-
analysis in metafor and we therefore performed PET and PEESE
adjustments with robust variance estimation, a method for estimat-
ing the dependence of effects within studies (Hedges, Tipton, &
Johnson, 2010). The robust variance estimation analyses were
performed via the R robumeta package (Fisher & Tipton, 2015).
Because both PET and PEESE analyses showed that the regression
intercept was significantly greater than 0, the PEESE test was
taken to assess bias and to estimate the corrected intercept, $g =
0.475 \ [0.329, 0.620]$, $p < .001$, and the funnel plot was not
significantly asymmetric, $t(5.17) = 0.354$, $p = .737$, indicating
little risk of publication bias.

The fourth method is Duval and Tweedie’s Trim-and-Fill
method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000). This method gradually re-
moves or “trims” the effects with large SEs until the funnel plot
is symmetric, after which the removed studies and their missing
counterparts around the center are “filled” back into the funnel
plot to maintain its symmetry. Because the Trim-and-Fill anal-
ysis is not implemented for multilevel meta-analysis in metafor
and is incompatible with robust variance estimation, we em-
ployed a conventional random-effects model. The result showed
that the estimated number of missing effects detected by this
method was 0, again implying little need to worry about pub-
lication bias.

The fifth method is to apply a three-parameter selection
model (3PSM; McShane, Böckenholt, & Hansen, 2016; Vevea
& Hedges, 1995; Vevea & Woods, 2005), which considers three
parameters to assess and correct publication bias: an effect size
parameter (i.e., the weighted average of effects), a heterogene-
ity parameter (i.e., the degree of heterogeneity among effects),
and a selection parameter (i.e., the relative ratio of the like-
lihood that insignificant results are published over the likelihood
that significant results are published). 3PSM has been shown to
be more reliable than other conventional bias assessment meth-
ods (e.g., McShane et al., 2016; Pustejovsky & Rodgers, 2019).
We had to apply 3PSM to a conventional random-effects meta-
analysis because it is again not compatible with multilevel
meta-analysis or robust variance estimation. This analysis was
conducted via the R weightr package (Coburn & Vevea, 2019)
and yielded no statistically significant evidence of publication
bias, $\chi^2(1) = 2.999$, $p = .083$, although hinting at bias slightly
more strongly than the other methods. The adjusted effect was
$g = 0.461 \ [0.390, 0.532]$, $p < .001$.

In summary, five quantitative methods were employed to detect
potential publication bias in the included effects, and the results
consistently point to little risk of publication bias in the current
review.

**Moderator Analyses**

To unravel the moderators and boundary conditions of the
classroom testing effect, metaregression analyses were conducted.
Categorical and continuous moderator analysis results are summa-
rized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

**Control strategy.** Study strategies employed in the control
condition were coded into four categories: No/Filler activity (stu-
dents either completed no further activities or irrelevant filler tasks

---

4 Another approach to implement 3PSM is to use bootstrapping
(Hilgard, Sala, Boot, & Simons, 2019). Specifically, we randomly
selected an effect from each study and applied 3PSM to obtain an
estimated $g$. This process was repeated 1,000 times to obtain 1,000 $g$s.
Finally, the median of the bootstrapped $g$s was treated as the corrected
$g$, and its 95% CI were defined as the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile of the
bootstrapped estimates. Overall, the adjusted effect was $g = 0.427$
[0.395, 0.458].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorical modulators</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$Q_n$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>[0.447, 0.573]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpublished</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>[0.311, 0.588]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No/filler activity</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>[0.547, 0.673]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer questions</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>[0.218, 0.711]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restudying</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>[0.256, 0.404]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaborative strategies</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>[−0.005, 0.194]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz format</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>[0.691, 1.135]</td>
<td>61.333</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill-in-the-blank</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>[0.578, 0.969]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short answer</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>[0.539, 0.737]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple choice</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>[0.496, 0.638]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cued recall</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>[0.124, 0.509]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free recall</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>[0.082, 0.394]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>[0.236, 0.435]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>[−0.197, 0.702]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>[0.326, 0.568]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition versus recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>[0.431, 0.608]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>[0.438, 0.597]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition versus recall (with feedback)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>[0.422, 0.660]</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>[0.504, 0.710]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test material matching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.367</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>[0.464, 0.599]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>[0.325, 0.473]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>[0.426, 0.638]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.164</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>[0.469, 0.604]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>[0.278, 0.471]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>[0.382, 0.618]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test repetition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.995</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>[0.383, 0.506]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>[0.502, 0.700]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or Unlimited</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>[0.542, 0.742]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>[0.652, 0.873]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.848</td>
<td>.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>[0.085, 0.571]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>[0.428, 0.765]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>[0.496, 0.815]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University/college</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>[0.420, 0.552]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing education</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>[−0.081, 0.709]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.642</td>
<td>.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting/business/economics/finance</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>[0.004, 0.622]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>[0.135, 0.683]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>[0.027, 0.654]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>[0.276, 1.045]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>[0.337, 1.154]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>[0.240, 0.928]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General scienceb</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>[0.337, 0.725]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>[0.409, 0.971]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>[0.374, 0.876]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language/reading/vocabulary</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>[0.447, 0.841]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material science</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>[0.083, 1.261]</td>
<td></td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics/statistics</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>[0.193, 0.674]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>[0.309, 0.653]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>[0.290, 1.096]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(table continues)
after class), Restudying (they restudied lecture content or reread textbooks, class notes, or lecture summaries), Fewer questions (students in the control condition were tested on fewer questions compared with those in the treatment condition), and Elaborative strategies (other study strategies).\(^5\) Control strategy significantly modulated the effect, \(Q(3) = 153, p < .001\), with the largest enhancement against No/Filler activity (\(g = 0.610 \ [0.547, 0.673], p < .001\)) and smallest against Elaborative strategies (\(g = 0.095 \ [-0.005, 0.194], p = .062\)). Further analyses revealed that quiz-

"Table 2 (continued)"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorical modulators</th>
<th>(k)</th>
<th>(g)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>(Q_h)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>[−0.053, 0.728]</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiology</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>[0.202, 0.590]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>[0.375, 0.591]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others(^2)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>[0.311, 0.853]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam content type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>[0.453, 0.595]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>[0.507, 0.781]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>[0.309, 0.596]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>[0.285, 0.563]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>[0.142, 0.558]</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the classroom</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>[0.452, 0.576]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside the classroom</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>[0.290, 0.512]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>[0.568, 0.986]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration timepoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preclass</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>[0.036, 0.337]</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postclass</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>[0.476, 0.597]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>[0.319, 0.588]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>[0.259, 1.023]</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>[0.286, 0.893]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicker response system</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>[0.438, 0.659]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper-and-pen</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>[0.426, 0.562]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>[0.276, 0.628]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>[0.335, 0.559]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>[0.391, 0.712]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single versus multiple classes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single class</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>[0.287, 0.490]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple classes</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>[0.476, 0.606]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single class</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>[0.283, 0.488]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; Semester</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>[0.412, 0.631]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= Semester</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>[0.465, 0.629]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Semester</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>[0.500, 0.748]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>[0.350, 0.531]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>[0.380, 0.574]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>[0.469, 0.626]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>[0.432, 0.548]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>[0.472, 0.835]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-subjects</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>[0.592, 0.757]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between-subjects</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>[0.348, 0.481]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor matching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>[0.396, 0.523]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>[0.308, 0.747]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>[0.547, 0.793]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \(Q_h\) represents heterogeneity for between-levels moderator tests.
\(^a\) Others includes Old/new recognition (\(k = 1\)), True/False judgment (\(k = 1\)), and Short essay (\(k = 2\)). \(^b\) In some studies (e.g., McDaniel, Agarwal, Huelser, McDermott, & Roediger, 2011), elementary, middle, and high school students studied general science topics (such as water science, sun, food science, the greenhouse effect, etc.). Such courses were classified into the General science category. \(^c\) Others include eight subjects: Aerospace (\(k = 1\)), Computer Science (\(k = 2\)), Communication (\(k = 3\)), Genetics (\(k = 1\)), Law (\(k = 3\)), Physics (\(k = 4\)), Politics (\(k = 1\)), and Research Methods (\(k = 2\)).
room testing effect because class quizzing more effectively facilitated learning than restudying.

**Test format in quizzes.** The included effects came from different test formats in quizzes which were classified into nine categories (see Table 2). The modulating effect of test format was significant, $Q(8) = 61.333, p < .001$, with Matching producing the largest benefit ($g = 0.913 [0.691, 1.135], p < .001$) and Free recall generating the smallest ($g = 0.238 [0.082, 0.394], p = .003$). Importantly, Multiple-choice tests produced significant enhancement ($g = 0.567 [0.496, 0.638], p < .001$), mitigating the concern about their effectiveness (Fazio, Agarwal, Marsh, & Roediger, 2010; Roediger & Marsh, 2005).

Further analyses were conducted to test the main prediction of the retrieval effort theory: difficult recall tests should yield larger enhancement than easy recognition ones. One hundred thirty-eight effects were excluded from the following analyses because they either involved a mixture of different formats ($k = 80$), did not report quiz format ($k = 56$), or the reported formats were short essay ($k = 2$). The remaining 435 effects were grouped into two categories: (a) Recall ($k = 157$, including 93 for short answer, 22 for free recall, 22 for fill-in-the-blank, and 20 for cued recall) and (b) Recognition ($k = 278$, including 270 for multiple choice, six for matching, one for true/false judgment, and one for old/new recognition). Inconsistent with the retrieval effort theory, Recognition tests ($g = 0.518 [0.438, 0.597], p < .001$) produced equivalent learning gain as Recall tests ($g = 0.520 [0.431, 0.608], p < .001$), $Q(1) = 0.004, p = .952$. Although this result does not support the retrieval effort theory, it should be interpreted with caution because, as noted by Rowland (2014), feedback might be important to observe larger benefits for recall tests (Kang et al., 2007).

Recall tests are generally more difficult and associated with greater recall failures than recognition tests. Hence, if corrective feedback is not provided, recognition tests in the acquisition phase may yield superior quiz performance and greater reexposure to successfully identified items than recall tests. Greater reexposure induced by recognition tests (based on the additional exposure theory) and more effective memory consolidation induced by recall tests (based on the retrieval effort theory) may cancel out, leading to an overall null difference between recognition and recall tests.

Following Rowland (2014), the above analyses were reperformed, excluding 173 effects from studies that did not provide feedback or did not report whether feedback was provided. In total, 262 effects provided feedback following quizzing and were eligible for the following analysis. Offering feedback matched reexposure between Recall and Recognition tests, and hence provided an opportunity to directly test the retrieval effort theory. The results again found no significant difference between Recognition ($g = 0.607 [0.504, 0.710], p < .001$) and Recall tests ($g = 0.541 [0.422, 0.660], p < .001$), $Q(1) = 1.583, p = .208$, providing little support for the retrieval effort theory. Overall, the above results are inconsistent with the retrieval effort theory's explanation of the classroom testing effect. We consider these results further in the Discussion.

**Test format matching.** The transfer-appropriate processing theory predicts a smaller benefit for mismatched than for matched test formats. To test this hypothesis, effects were coded into three categories based on test format consistency between quizzes and exams: Yes (matched), No (mismatched), and Unknown (quiz or exam formats were not explicitly reported), and a multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis was conducted. The result revealed a significant modulating effect of format matching, $Q(2) = 23.378, p < .001$. A further analysis, in which the Unknown effects were excluded, found that matched format ($g = 0.531 [0.464, 0.599], p < .001$) was associated with larger learning gains than mismatched format ($g = 0.399 [0.325, 0.473], p < .001$), $Q(1) = 19.633, p < .001$. This outcome, which is consistent with what Adesope et al. (2017) observed but inconsistent with the findings of Rowland (2014), supports the transfer-appropriate processing theory’s explanation of the classroom testing effect.

**Test material matching.** Effects were coded into five categories according to whether the materials in the initial test (quiz) and final assessment (exam) were identical: Identical (the same materials), Rephrasing (the same materials were tested in the quizzes and exams, while test questions were rephrased in the
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**Table 3**

**Continuous Moderator Analysis Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous metaregression models</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$Q_{9a}$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear model of publication year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>$[-0.0032, 0.0043]$</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model of test repetition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.310</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>$[0.310, 0.469]$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test repetition</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>$[0.044, 0.122]$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model of female gender ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>$[0.267, 0.798]$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender ratio</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>$[-0.515, 0.284]$</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear model of NCM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.899</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>$[0.316, 0.518]$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>$[0.002, 0.014]$</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic model of NCM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.860</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>$[0.324, 0.567]$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>$[-0.023, 0.019]$</td>
<td>.880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM$^2$</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>$[-0.0003, 0.0008]$</td>
<td>.343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $Q_{9a}$ represents heterogeneity for between-levels moderator tests. NCM = number of class meetings.
Partial quizzes) were assigned into four categories: 1, 2, 3, and Unlimited.6 The testing effect differed significantly across these four categories, Q(4) = 22.367, p < .001. The significant effect on rephrasing questions (g = 0.558 [0.464, 0.651], p < .001) demonstrates its transferability to question rephrasing. Importantly, the enhancing effect on untested materials (g = 0.321 [0.210, 0.432], p < .001) confirms its transfer to untested material: class quizzing not only benefits retention of tested but also retention of untested materials.

**Corrective feedback.** According to whether corrective feedback was offered or not, the effects were assigned into three categories: Yes (feedback provided), No (feedback not provided), and Unknown (not reported). Recall that Rowland (2014) found that corrective feedback doubles the benefits of testing but Adesope et al. (2017) observed that corrective feedback does not add any additional value. A multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis found that corrective feedback significantly modulated the classroom testing effect, Q(2) = 11.164, p = .004. Consistent with Rowland (2014), offering corrective feedback following quizzes (g = 0.537 [0.469, 0.604], p < .001) boosted the enhancement compared with not providing feedback (g = 0.374 [0.278, 0.471], p < .001), Q(1) = 10.849, p = .001, justifying the provision of corrective feedback following class quizzes. This finding is also consistent with the additional exposure theory: Corrective feedback induces greater reexposure and larger learning gains.

**Test repetition.** The numbers of test repetitions (i.e., how many times the same information was repeatedly tested in the quizzes) were assigned into four categories: 1, 2, 3, and Unlimited.8 The testing effect differed significantly across these four categories, Q(3) = 54.995, p < .001. Importantly, learning gains increased across items quizzed once (g = 0.444 [0.383, 0.506], p < .001), twice (g = 0.601 [0.502, 0.700], p < .001), and three times or more (g = 0.642 [0.542, 0.742], p < .001). Quizzes that permitted unlimited attempts also yielded significant enhancement, g = 0.762 [0.652, 0.873], p < .001.

To further explore the relationship between test repetition and the testing effect, a continuous multilevel metaregression analysis was conducted, in which gs were regressed onto the number of test repetitions (ranging from 1–6). The Unlimited effects (k = 28) were excluded from this analysis. The detailed results are reported in Table 3 and visually depicted in Figure 8. There was a positive relationship between these two variables, β = 0.083 [0.044, 0.122], Q(1) = 17.310, p < .001, indicating that every additional test increased g by 0.083.

Overall, these results confirm that the more occasions on which class content is quizzed, the larger the learning gains. Although this finding is inconsistent with what Adesope et al. (2017) found, it is in line with what many empirical studies have documented (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b).

**School level.** School level was coded into five categories: Elementary school, Middle school, High school, University/College, and Continuing education.7 The magnitude of the testing effect did not vary significantly across school levels, Q(4) = 6.848, p = .144. Testing produced significant enhancement in elementary school (g = 0.328 [0.085, 0.571], p = .008), middle school (g = 0.597 [0.428, 0.765], p < .001), high school (g = 0.655 [0.496, 0.815], p < .001), and university/college (g = 0.486 [0.420, 0.552], p < .001). Testing also numerically (although nonsignificantly) enhanced learning outcomes in continuing education (g = 0.314 [--0.081, 0.709], p = .119). We further assess the nonsignificant enhancement for continuing education in the Discussion.

**Gender.** To explore the modulating role of gender, a continuous multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis was conducted, in which gs were regressed onto the reported female ratio (i.e., the proportion of female students contributing to each effect, ranging from 0 to 1). In total, 211 effects were included in this analysis and the other 362 were excluded for not reporting gender information. The results revealed no significant relationship between these two variables, β = -0.115 [-0.515, 0.284], Q(1) = 0.321, p = 0.571 (see Figure 9), indicating little role of gender in the classroom testing effect. Stated differently, male and female students benefited from testing to a comparable extent.

**Subject.** The classroom testing effect has been explored in 31 different academic subjects. Given that some subjects had a small number (fewer than five) of effects, which might result in low statistical power to produce reliable results, we combined several
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6 In some studies (e.g., Trumbo, Leiting, McDaniel, & Hodge, 2016), quiz questions were made available to students online and they were allowed unlimited attempts to answer the test questions.

7 Several studies explored the testing effect on professionals attending academic workshops for continuing education (e.g., McConnell, Hou, Panju, Panju, & Azzam, 2018).
 mitigating the worry that administering quizzes in the classroom may impair learning because it reduces available teaching time.

Next, we explore which type of quiz is more efficient: quizzes administered in versus outside the classroom. After removing the Unknown effects, a further multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis was conducted, which showed that quizzes administered in the classroom ($g = 0.514$) were associated (at a marginally significant level) with larger learning benefits than those completed outside the classroom ($g = 0.401 [0.290, 0.512], p < .001$), $Q(1) = 3.812, p = .051$.

**Administration location.** The effects were coded into three categories according to whether quizzes were administered in or out of the classroom: In the classroom, Outside the classroom, and Unknown (not reported). Quiz administration modality.

**Exam content type.** The effects were coded into four subsets by final assessment (exam) content type: Fact learning (e.g., vocabulary words, historical events), Concept learning (e.g., statistical/mathematical concepts, text comprehension), Problem-solving (e.g., how to implement learned clinical techniques in new scenarios), Mixed (i.e., a mixture of different types of learning), and Unknown (not reported). Exam content did not significantly modulate the testing effect, $Q(4) = 8.125, p = .087$. Importantly, testing significantly potentiated all types of learning ($g = 0.524 [0.453, 0.595], p < .001$, for Fact learning; $g = 0.644 [0.507, 0.781], p < .001$, for Concept learning; $g = 0.453 [0.309, 0.596], p < .001$, for Problem-solving; $g = 0.424 [0.285, 0.563], p < .001$, for Mixed learning), indicating that class quizzing not only facilitates retention of factual knowledge but also boosts conceptual learning and problem-solving. These results run counter to the claim that testing is a purely “drill-and-kill” strategy.

**Administration location.** Effects were coded into three categories according to whether quizzes were administered in or out of the classroom: In the classroom, Outside the classroom, and Unknown (not reported). Administration location significantly altered the benefits of quizzing, $Q(2) = 10.103, p = .006$. Importantly, as shown in Table 2, quizzes administered in the classroom significantly boosted attainment, $g = 0.514 [0.452, 0.576], p < .001$, mitigating the worry that administering quizzes in the classroom may impair learning because it reduces available teaching time.

To explore whether quizzes should be administered before or after the teaching session, a further moderator analysis was conducted, in which Combination effects ($k = 52$) were removed. The results showed that Postclass quizzes ($g = 0.536 [0.476, 0.597], p < .001$) induced greater learning gains than Preclass ones ($g = 0.186, Q(1) = 8.397, p = .004$, indicating that quizzes administered after teaching are more effective than ones presented prior to teaching.

**Administration mode.** Administration mode was coded into seven categories: Clicker response system, Computer, Online, Simulation (quizzes simulating a real situation), Oral (teachers orally deliver quiz questions and students respond orally), and Unknown (not reported). Quiz administration modality did not significantly modulate the testing effect, $Q(6) = 4.297, p = .637$, indicating that test-enhanced learning does not depend on administration modality.

**Single versus multiple classes.** As discussed above, effects obtained from a single class (i.e., a single study-test cycle) might largely result from the direct benefit of testing (i.e., consolidation of studied/tested information), whereas effects obtained from multiple classes (i.e., multiple study-test cycles) might originate from a combination of direct and indirect forward benefits of testing. Hence, it is reasonable to expect larger testing benefits if the testing treatment is implemented across multiple classes than if it is conducted in a single class. To test this expectation, we coded
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the effects into two categories: (a) Single class\textsuperscript{10} and (b) Multiple classes, and conducted a multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis. The results confirmed this expectation, with larger learning gains for Multiple classes ($g = 0.541 \ [0.476, 0.606], p < .001$) than Single classes ($g = 0.389 \ [0.287, 0.490], p < .001$), $Q(1) = 6.728, p = .010$.

**Treatment duration.** Recall that the motivation theory makes two contrasting predictions regarding the relationship between treatment duration and test-enhanced learning: (a) a linear increase and (b) an inverted U-shape. Several regression analyses were run to test these two predictions.

Treatment duration was coded into four levels: Single class (treatment administered in a single class session), $<$ Semester (treatment lasting longer than a single class and less than a whole semester), $=$ Semester (treatment lasting a whole semester), and $>$ Semester (treatment lasting longer than a semester). Treatment duration had a significant effect, $Q(3) = 9.174, p = .027$. Figure 10 depicts the trend of the classroom testing effect as a function of treatment duration. As clearly shown, testing benefits systematically increased from single class treatments ($g = 0.385 \ [0.283, 0.488], p < .001$), treatments lasting less than a semester ($g = 0.521 \ [0.412, 0.631], p < .001$), treatments lasting a whole semester ($g = 0.547 \ [0.465, 0.629], p < .001$), to those lasting longer than a semester ($g = 0.624 \ [0.500, 0.748], p < .001$). Overall, the results demonstrate a linear increasing function.

Continuous multilevel metaregression analyses were conducted to explore the relationship between the number of class meetings (NCMs; i.e., how many times students met for class) and $g$s. In total, 338 effects were included in the analyses below, and the remaining 235 effects were excluded because of not reporting NCMs. A linear continuous multilevel random-effects metaregression analysis was conducted to regress $g$s onto NCMs. The results demonstrated a positive relationship between them, $\beta = 0.008 \ [0.002, 0.014], Q(1) = 5.899, p = .015$ (see Table 3 and Figure 11A), indicating that every additional class meeting increased $g$ by 0.008. This linear increase trend supports the first prediction of the motivation theory.

A quadratic continuous multilevel random-effects metaregression was conducted to assess the second prediction of the motivation theory, in which we regressed $g$s onto NCMs and the second power of NCMs (i.e., NCM$^2$). The result showed a U-shaped (rather than inverted U-shaped) function relating NCMs to the classroom testing effect, $Q(2) = 6.860, p = .032$ (see Table 3 and Figure 11B), which does not support the second prediction of the motivation theory.

A likelihood ratio (LR) test was run to compare the goodness of fit between the linear and quadratic models and found no significant difference in their fit goodness, $LR = 1.571, p = .210$. Because the linear model is simpler than the quadratic model and they did not differ significantly in their fit, we hence conclude that the magnitude of the classroom testing effect increases approximately linearly as a function of NCMs.

**Stake.** Stake level (i.e., whether quiz performance was incorporated into final course grades or additional awards were offered for superior quiz performance) was coded into three categories: High (performance was incorporated or extra awards were offered), Low (performance was not incorporated nor rewarded), and Unknown (not reported). There was no reliable difference among these three categories, $Q(2) = 3.233, p = .199$. Both high-stake ($g = 0.441 \ [0.350, 0.531], p < .001$) and low-stake ($g = 0.477 \ [0.380, 0.574], p < .001$) quizzes significantly aided student learning, and there was no significant difference in their effectiveness, $Q(1) = 0.541, p = .462$, when the Unknown category was omitted. Overall, these results imply that stake level plays little role in modulating the testing effect and that even low-stake quizzes can reliably promote learning.

**Collaboration.** The effectiveness of collaborative and independent quizzing was compared, but no significant difference was detected ($g = 0.653 \ [0.472, 0.835], p < .001$, for collaborative quizzing; $g = 0.490 \ [0.342, 0.548], p < .001$, for independent quizzing), $Q(1) = 3.068, p = .080$, implying that independent and collaborative quizzes produce comparable benefits. For reasons to be elucidated in the Discussion, we suggest these results should be interpreted with caution.

**Experimental design.** Experimental design had two levels: (a) Within-subjects and (b) Between-subjects. Contrary to what both Rowland (2014) (that Between-subjects manipulations are associated with greater learning enhancement than Within-subjects manipulations) and Adesope et al. (2017) (no difference) found, the current analysis found that Within-subjects designs ($g = 0.674 \ [0.592, 0.757], p < .001$) were associated with larger effect sizes than Between-subjects designs ($g = 0.415 \ [0.348, 0.481], p < .001$).

![Figure 10. The trend of the testing effect as a function of treatment duration. Error bars represent 95% CI of the weighted mean. *** $p < .001$.](image-url)
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\textsuperscript{10} In some studies, researchers (or teachers) might ask students to study some foreign words in a class. Then, in the next class, some students might take a quiz on those studied words while others restudied the words. In a class one week later, all students took a final exam on the words. Even though the study, quiz, and exam phases took place in different classes, such studies were coded as Single class because all words were studied in a single class rather than in repeated study-quiz cycles with different materials studied in each cycle.
In such studies, individual differences in students’ overall learning abilities and many other psychological characteristics (such as motivation and learning interest) are controlled, minimizing error variance and increasing the estimated effect sizes (Allen, 2017; Thompson & Campbell, 2004).

Instructor consistency. According to whether students in the treatment and control conditions were taught by the same instructor(s), the effects were coded into three categories: Same, Different, and Unknown (not reported). Although the effects were heterogeneous across the three categories, $Q(2) = 9.813, p = .007$, there was no significant difference between Same ($g = 0.459 \ [0.396, 0.523], p = .001$) and Different ($g = 0.527 \ [0.308, 0.747], p = .580$), implying little modulating effect of instructor consistency.


test-enhanced learning has been explored in over a century of research and, especially in the past decade, has received an exponential increase of attention. The power of testing in promoting learning is substantial, despite the fact that learners, teachers, and policymakers tend to lack comprehensive metacognitive insight into the beneficial effects of testing. Indeed it is even argued by some that testing (quizzing) in the classroom should be kept to a minimum. Hence, comprehensive reviews are required to provide the best possible evidence about and to promote the practical application of testing. At least 90 reviews have been conducted to pursue these aims. However, only seven of them reported formal meta-analyses. Five mainly focused on laboratory research, which lacks ecological validity and might have limited applicability. For the other two meta-analyses concentrating on the classroom testing effect, one was published nearly 30 years ago (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991) and the other only included studies undertaken in high school or university/college Psychology classes (Schwieren et al., 2017). Extending prior research, the current review conducted an up-to-date meta-analysis particularly focusing on the classroom testing effect across the full range of academic subjects and different levels of education.

In total, the current review assessed 19 important questions about test-enhanced learning in the classroom (see Table 1). The findings bear significant implications for practical application of test-enhanced learning and for deepening our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the effect. Below, we first briefly summarize the main research findings and comment on the corresponding practical implications, then discuss theoretical issues, and finally offer some suggestions for future research.

**Figure 11.** (A) Bubble plot depicting the linear relationship between the testing effect and NCMs (number of class meetings). (B) Quadratic relationship between the testing effect and NCMs. Bubble sizes represent the relative weights of the effects, and error bars represent the 95% CI of the regression trend. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

**Summary of Research Findings and Practical Implications**

The meta-analysis found that testing (class quizzing) reliably enhances academic performance on criterion achievement assessments, and assessment scores are raised to a medium extent ($g = 0.499$). A positive effect of testing was detected in a majority (82.9%) of the included studies. The $p$-curve analysis demonstrated strong evidence supporting the existence of the overall effect. Five publication bias assessment tools (publication year, publication status, PET-PEESE, trim-and-fill, and 3PSM) were employed to detect potential bias in the included effects, and none revealed noteworthy evidence of publication bias.

The magnitude of the meta-analytic effect ($g = 0.499$) merits some commentary. Some recent large sample studies demonstrated that the SDs of grade point average (GPA) in high schools and universities are about 0.60–0.70 (e.g., Fajnzylber, Lara, & León,
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Hence, an effect size of $g = 0.499$ can be roughly translated into a change in GPA of about 0.30–0.35 points. This is equivalent to moving from the 50th to the 69th percentile of a normal distribution. Although $g = 0.499$ is only a medium-sized effect according to conventional descriptors, it is a notably large effect by the standards of educational interventions. An analysis of more than 800 educational meta-analyses found an average effect size of 0.40 (Hattie, 2009), and a meta-analysis of 141 high-quality randomized control trials commissioned by two major education funding agencies found a mean effect size of 0.06, with only one trial obtaining an effect size larger than 0.5 (Lortie-Forgues & Inglis, 2019). In addition, as noted by many educators and researchers, “in real-world [educational] settings, a fifth of a standard deviation [0.20 SD] is a large effect” (Dynarski, 2017; Yeager et al., 2019). Against these comparators, the relatively large effect of testing on classroom learning is noteworthy and of considerable practical importance.

Categorical and continuous metaregression analyses were conducted to explore the moderators and boundary conditions of test-enhanced learning in the classroom. The results showed that testing was either significantly or numerically more effective for enhancing learning than many other strategies, such as no/filler activity ($g = 0.610$), testing with fewer questions ($g = 0.465$), restudying ($g = 0.330$), and other elaborate strategies ($g = 0.095$). Although the effects were modest when comparing testing with other elaborate strategies (which were relatively few in number), the enhancement effect demonstrates that testing is numerically superior for promoting knowledge acquisition and retention (Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; Lechuga, Ortega-Tudela, & Gómez-Ariza, 2015).

Test format in quizzes significantly modulated the magnitude of test-enhanced learning, with matching tests producing the largest benefit and free recall tests the smallest. No significant difference in effectiveness was detected between recall and recognition tests, regardless of whether feedback was provided (recall: $g = 0.541$; recognition: $g = 0.607$) or not (recall: $g = 0.520$; recognition: $g = 0.518$), implying that test difficulty plays little role in modulating the classroom testing effect. Test format matching between quizzes and final assessments significantly modulated the magnitude of the testing effect, with larger enhancement for consistent ($g = 0.531$) than for inconsistent formats ($g = 0.399$), suggesting that quizzing tends to be more beneficial when test formats between quizzes and exams are matched.

Quizzing not only benefitted memorization of tested ($g = 0.512$) but also of untested materials ($g = 0.321$), indicating the transferability of the testing effect to untested materials. The significant enhancing effect on untested materials is inconsistent with the null effect reported by Pan and Rickard (2018). As discussed in the Introduction, two explanations may explain this divergence. The first is that the current review included a greater number of effects ($k = 43$) than in Pan and Rickard (2018) ($k = 17$), which means that the statistical power should be larger to detect a significant enhancing effect in the current review. The second explanation is semantic coherence, which has been shown to be an essential requirement to observe an enhancing effect on untested material (Little et al., 2011). Different sections of lecturing contents (and textbooks) are deeply related, but the stimuli in many of Pan and Rickard’s (2018) studies were unrelated. Besides these two explanations, another potential source for this divergence is the difference in experimental procedures between laboratory and classroom research.

As discussed in the Introduction, classroom studies were typically conducted across multiple classes and involved multiple study-test cycles with different materials in each cycle, whereas laboratory studies generally involved only a single study-test cycle. Hence, besides the classic benefits of testing (i.e., testing consolidates studied information), the indirect forward benefits of testing (i.e., testing boosts new learning) may also contribute importantly to the classroom testing effect. The forward enhancing effect of testing can help to account for the divergent findings detected by the current meta-analysis and that of Pan and Rickard (2018). For instance, in classroom research, testing prospectively facilitated learning of new information in subsequent classes, and hence new materials studied in subsequent classes could benefit from prior quizzes regardless of whether they were tested or not in the subsequent quizzes.

Offering corrective feedback ($g = 0.537$) increased learning gains compared with not providing feedback ($g = 0.374$), encouraging the recommendation that corrective feedback should routinely be provided following quizzing. Categorical and continuous metaregression analyses jointly demonstrated that the more occasions on which class content is tested, the larger the learning gains, suggesting that learners and instructors can profitably employ repeated retrieval practice. Although this finding is inconsistent with what Adesope et al. (2017) found, it is closely in line with the empirical findings documented by dozens of studies, showing that the magnitude of test-induced enhancement increases with the amount of repeated retrieval (e.g., Eriksson et al., 2011; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007b, 2008; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; McDermott, 2006; Pyc & Rawson, 2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b; Soderstrom et al., 2016; Vaughn & Rawson, 2011; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992).

Testing produced significant learning gains in elementary school ($g = 0.328$), middle school ($g = 0.597$), high school ($g = 0.655$), and university/college ($g = 0.486$) classes, but no significant enhancing effect was detected for continuing education ones ($g = 0.314 [-0.081, 0.709], p = .119$). This nonsignificant effect might result from the small number of included effects ($k = 6$). In addition, all the effects for continuing education originated from a single class (workshop) treatment. As demonstrated above, the magnitude of test-enhanced learning systemically increases as a function of treatment duration. Hence, the modest enhancement for single class treatments might be another source of the modest testing effect in continuing education classes.

Although the modulating roles of gender in a variety of memory phenomena have been established and its role in test-enhanced learning has also been repeatedly explored (but with inconsistent findings), no meta-analyses have investigated this variable. To fill this gap, we regressed 211 effects onto their corresponding female percentages, another potential source for this divergence is the difference in experimental procedures between laboratory and classroom research.

Combining the effects from 31 subjects into 18 academic subject categories, we observed that test-enhanced learning did not significantly vary across subjects, implying strong generalizability of the testing effect. A regression analysis was conducted to investigate the claim that quizzing is a “drill-and-kill” strategy which only enhances “inert knowledge” (Fey, 2012). The results showed that testing was not only beneficial for learning factual
knowledge ($g = 0.524$) but also promoted conceptual learning ($g = 0.644$) and facilitated problem-solving ($g = 0.453$). Hence, these results counter the view that testing only consolidates inert knowledge, it can also facilitate comprehension (i.e., knowledge organization and integration; e.g., Jing et al., 2016; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a) and knowledge transfer to aid solving new problems in unfamiliar contexts (e.g., Butler, 2010; Jacoby et al., 2010; Lee & Ahn, 2018; Yang & Shanks, 2018).

Further meta-analyses were conducted to explore where (location), when (timepoint), and how (mode) to administer quizzes to optimize the beneficial effects of testing. The results showed that quizzes administered in the classroom ($g = 0.514$) tend to be more effective than those administered outside the classroom ($g = 0.401$), implying that classroom quizzes supervised by instructors are more beneficial than those administered outside the classroom without direct supervision. Quizzes administered after teaching (postclass: $g = 0.536$) were more effective than those presented prior to teaching (preclass: $g = 0.186$). Administration mode had little impact, implying that the beneficial effects of testing are not tied to the mode through which retrieval practice is administered but rather to retrieval practice itself.

It is worth noting that the significant enhancing effect of testing inside the classroom ($g = 0.514$) tends to mitigate the concern that class quizzing displaces other class activities and impairs attainment. Stated differently, even though it should be acknowledged that administering a class quiz “borrows” time from didactic teaching, the meta-analysis suggests that this tradeoff between teaching and quizzing seems to be worthwhile.

As hypothesized, effects obtained from multiple class treatments (i.e., involving repeated study-test cycles, with new materials studied in each cycle; $g = 0.541$) were significantly larger than those derived from a single class treatment ($g = 0.389$). More importantly, we also observed that quizzing benefits increased from single class treatments ($g = 0.385$), treatments lasting less than a semester ($g = 0.521$), treatments lasting a whole semester ($g = 0.547$), to those lasting greater than a semester ($g = 0.624$). This linear increase was confirmed by a continuous regression analysis, which regressed gs onto the total number of class meetings. These consistent findings suggest that the longer the testing treatment, the larger the learning gain.

Both low-stake ($g = 0.477$) and high-stake ($g = 0.441$) quizzes significantly promoted academic achievement, with little difference in their effectiveness. Regardless of whether students answered quiz questions independently ($g = 0.490$) or collaboratively with their peers ($g = 0.653$), testing was always beneficial and there was no significant difference between independent and collaborative testing. The difference between within-subjects ($g = 0.674$) and between-subjects ($g = 0.415$) designs was significant. Instructor consistency between the treatment and control conditions did not significantly modulate the testing effect (matched instructors: $g = 0.459$; different instructors: $g = 0.527$).

Overall, the above-summarized findings demonstrate the power of testing to promote students’ learning in the classroom. Although testing has been met with occasional skepticism and criticism, these objections do not outweigh the extensive merits of frequent testing.

As discussed above, metacognitive unawareness of test-enhanced learning, anxiety about the tradeoff between didactic teaching and class quizzing, and concerns that testing may only benefit inert knowledge might partially explain underemployment of test-enhanced learning in the classroom. Besides these factors, there may be others. For instance, some instructors may assume that students with low learning ability will benefit less or even suffer from class quizzing as their quiz performance is typically low, leading to insufficient exposure to class materials. This concern may constitute a further worry that class quizzing would exacerbate individual differences in academic performance among students with different levels of learning ability.

Even though the modulating roles of many individual differences constructs in test-enhanced learning have not been assessed in the current meta-analysis, many other studies have provided evidence to mitigate those concerns (e.g., Brewer & Unsworth, 2012; Pan, Pashler, Potter, & Rickard, 2015; Yang et al., 2020). For instance, Yang et al. (2020) recently conducted a large sample (1,032 participants) study to investigate the modulating effect of working memory capacity (WMC) on test-enhanced learning, and the results showed that individuals with low WMC benefit more from retrieval practice than those with high WMC (for related findings, see Agarwal, Finley, Rose, & Roediger, 2017), implying that testing can narrow, rather than exaggerate, individual differences in learning efficiency based on WMC. There are a few other studies demonstrating that individuals with different levels of WMC benefit equally from retrieval practice (e.g., Brewer & Unsworth, 2012; Wiklund-Hörnqvist, Jonsson, & Nyberg, 2014).

Brewer and Unsworth (2012) revealed that individuals with low episodic memory ability benefit more from testing than those with high ability, and Pan et al. (2015) found that the testing effect generalizes across a range of episodic memory abilities. Brewer and Unsworth (2012) observed a larger testing effect for individuals with lower general-fluid intelligence. In total, these findings jointly underline that individuals with inferior learning or cognitive ability benefit equally or even more from retrieval practice compared with those with high ability.

Another concern instructors may have is that frequent testing provokes test anxiety (D. Steele, 2011), which is a major cause of learning difficulty (Hembree, 1988). However, recent findings run counter to this concern. For instance, Yang et al. (2020) showed strong evidence that low-stake tests have minimal influence on test anxiety. Szpunar et al. (2013) observed that frequent tests significantly allay test anxiety. A few large-scale surveys have demonstrated that the majority of college (e.g., over 90% in Sullivan, 2017) and middle school students (e.g., 70% in Agarwal et al., 2014) believe that class quizzes are likely to reduce their test anxiety.

In summary, some practitioners may have concerns about the negative influences of testing, leading to test-enhanced learning not being applied as widely as it could be. However, the current review and other recent studies jointly provide evidence to mitigate these concerns. Hence, practitioners are encouraged to consider testing as a learning tool, instead of simply regarding it as an assessment technique.

Theoretical Implications

Theoretical analysis of test-enhanced learning has largely been based on laboratory research, while the majority of classroom studies have focused instead on its practical applications. Hence a novel contribution of the current review is that it aimed to test four
major theoretical accounts of the testing effect against data collected in the field: (a) additional exposure, (b) transfer-appropriate processing, (c) retrieval effort, and (d) motivation.

**Additional exposure.** The additional exposure account hypothesizes that testing boosts learning and retention via providing greater reexposure in the treatment condition. Its major prediction has been corroborated: Testing was associated with substantially larger enhancement when compared with no/filler activity, with low reexposure \( g = 0.610 \), than when compared with restudying, with high reexposure \( g = 0.330 \). Moreover, another line of evidence also strongly supports this account: quizzes followed by corrective feedback (high reexposure; \( g = 0.537 \)) generated greater benefits than quizzing without corrective feedback (low reexposure; \( g = 0.374 \)). Although both lines of evidence provide strong support for the additional exposure account, it must be acknowledged that it cannot be the only explanation because quizzing also more effectively boosts learning attainment compared with restudying \( g = 0.330 \).

**Transfer-appropriate processing.** The transfer-appropriate processing explanation assumes that testing facilitates subsequent retrieval because the contexts in the initial learning and final assessment phases are more similar in the treatment condition than in the control condition. Accordingly, it predicts that the magnitude of testing benefits ought to be larger when the test formats in the acquisition and final assessment phases are matched. This prediction was confirmed by the finding that consistent test formats \( g = 0.531 \) were associated with a significantly larger effect size than mismatched formats \( g = 0.399 \).

**Retrieval effort.** The retrieval effort theory proposes that the level of test-enhanced learning is dependent on how demanding the retrieval processes are in the initial tests. It predicts that difficult tests (e.g., recall tests) should more effectively boost memory storage and retrieval strength than easy tests (e.g., recognition tests). However, the current analysis observed that recognition tests \( g = 0.518 \) produced equivalent enhancement as recall tests \( g = 0.520 \). This finding must be interpreted with caution as additional exposure might contribute to the null difference: Some tests provided no feedback, hence reducing exposure to the learning materials. To mitigate the possibility that feedback provision was confounded with test type, another analysis was conducted on the effects for which corrective feedback was offered (hence equating exposure). The result again showed little difference between recall \( g = 0.541 \) and recognition \( g = 0.607 \) tests (and if anything, in the wrong direction), failing to support the retrieval effort explanation for related findings, see Adesope et al., (2017).

This approximate equivalence of the benefits of recognition and recall tests is important for a practical reason: There are several merits of recognition tests in the classroom. Answering recognition questions is quicker and hence such tests save time for teaching, and recognition quizzes are easier to administer and score with the help of technology. For instance, multiple-choice tests are frequently administered using clicker response systems or smartphones. Immediately following each question, such systems can automatically score and summarize students’ responses, which then act as diagnostic feedback guiding teachers to provide corrective feedback and deliver a further illustration of the content that students do not master well. In summary, the above results do not support the retrieval effort theory’s explanation of the classroom testing effect. However, it merits further examination.

**Motivation.** The motivation theory provides a viable account of the indirect forward benefits of testing (Yang et al., 2018): Testing stimulates learners to commit more effort in the subsequent learning process, which in turn boosts new learning. This theory has been tested by three analyses in the current work. The first analysis found that effects obtained across multiple classes \( g = 0.541 \) were larger than those derived from a single class \( g = 0.389 \). The second is the observation that the learning gain significantly increased from single class treatments to those lasting longer than a semester. This is reconfirmed by the third analysis, which showed a positive relationship between the testing effect and NCMs. Overall, these findings supply consistent evidence supporting the motivation theory as an account for test-enhanced learning in the classroom.

A categorical regression analysis showed little difference between high \( g = 0.441 \) and low \( g = 0.477 \) stake quizzes. A tempting inference from this finding is that it violates the motivation explanation as high-stake tests did not produce greater learning gains than low-stake ones. We highlight however that the null difference does not directly counter the motivation theory. As discussed in the Introduction, high-stake quizzes may provoke test anxiety, which in turn counters the merits of higher motivation, leading to a null difference between high- and low-stake quizzes (Khanna, 2015). Supporting this explanation, Khanna (2015) observed that, in her Introductory Psychology course, students taking ungraded (low-stake) quizzes excelled in the final course exam compared with those taking graded (high-stake) quizzes and those taking no quizzes.

The distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation should also be taken into account when interpreting the null modulating role of test stake (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Increasing test stake may raise extrinsic motivation. It is well known that the consequences of extrinsic motivation tend to be fickle and students can quickly lose interest in external rewards (Blake, 2015). Hence, increasing extrinsic motivation (by raising test stake) may have little impact on long-term learning outcomes in the classroom. Instead of affecting learning by boosting extrinsic motivation, it is possible that testing may increase students’ intrinsic motivation to seek knowledge for its own sake. For instance, dissatisfaction about retrieval failures in prior quizzes and/or realization of the gap between actual learning progress and desired status may intrinsically drive students to study.

Although specific motivational mechanisms of the testing effect have been developed and investigated, this work has made remarkably little connection with the broader and very influential literature on motivation to learn (Schunk, Meece, & Pintrich, 2012). For example, it is plausible to conjecture that a practice test might influence both expectation of success in a later assessment as well as its perceived value, the two key components of the expectancy-value theory of motivation (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Equally, practice tests might boost self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986; Schunk, 1991). Yet these potential links have rarely been considered or developed in the studies included in the meta-analysis. Conversely, although these general theories of motivation have inspired many interventions, little attention has been paid to testing as a means of boosting educational motivation (e.g., Lazowski & Hulleman, 2016).

In summary, the additional exposure, transfer-appropriate processing, and motivation theories are viable accounts of the class-
room testing effect. Although no supporting evidence was obtained for the retrieval effort theory, we reiterate that the current findings do not conclusively refute it.

Future Research Directions

Although test-enhanced learning has been investigated in hundreds of studies over the last century, there remain at least five major questions awaiting further investigation. First, continuing education only contributed six effects to the current meta-analysis, suggesting that more work is needed to explore the testing effect on professional learning.

Second, an interesting outcome of the meta-analysis is the finding that testing was only marginally better than other elaborative strategies ($g = 0.095, p = .062$). Of course, no proponent of testing in the classroom would claim that it is the only method for enhancing learning and retention. Elaborative strategies included many methods, such as concept mapping, note-taking, summarizing, and so on, and there were relatively few effect sizes for any of these individual methods. Future research to assess in more detail what strategies match testing in effectiveness would be valuable (Heitmann, Grund, Berthold, Fries, & Roelle, 2018; Karpicke & Blunt, 2011; Rummer et al., 2017). An intriguing question is whether additive effects can be achieved by combining testing with one or another elaborative strategy (Karpicke & Bauernschmidt, 2011; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007a).

Third, although the testing effect has been extensively explored in several subjects (e.g., $k = 144$ for Psychology and $k = 39$ for Medical Science), some subjects have received little attention (e.g., $k = 3$ for Law, $k = 2$ for Computer Science, and $k = 1$ for Physics), and to our knowledge its effectiveness has never been evaluated in many other subjects (e.g., Philosophy, Agriculture, and Archival Science). Hence, the generality of test-enhanced learning to other subject domains awaits future exploration.

Fourth, even though the current review detected no significant difference between collaborative and independent quizzing, the results did show a clear trend that collaborative quizzing ($g = 0.653$) tends to be more effective than independent quizzing ($g = 0.490$). The nonsignificant difference might result from the fact that far fewer studies ($k = 21$) employed collaborative than independent quizzes ($k = 552$). Future research could profitably pay more attention to collaborative testing and the possibility that its social dimension amplifies the benefits of retrieval practice.

Lastly, but importantly, future research should consider how to translate principles from cognitive research on test-enhanced learning into mainstream educational policy and practice. The “know–do gap,” a well-known phenomenon referring to the gap between what we learn from research and what is applied in the field (Bennett & Jessani, 2011), is highly relevant to the topic of test-enhanced learning. For instance, testing is frequently recognized as an assessment of learning rather than an assessment for learning, and test-enhanced learning has not been practically implemented as widely as it could be (Geller et al., 2018; Hartwig & Dunlosky, 2012; Kornell & Bjork, 2007; McAndrew et al., 2016; Morehead et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2014). How to bridge the existing gap between research on test-enhanced learning and its practical application is a challenge that has not been systematically studied. A priority to narrow this gap should be to foster communication among researchers, learners, instructors, and policymakers (Bennett & Jessani, 2011). For instance, researchers can endeavor to translate their research into short and accessible articles or videos to make it easier to understand and more widely available. Equally if not more important is to develop and evaluate interventions to boost the employment of quizzing in the classroom.

Concluding Remarks

The current review utilized multilevel random-effects models to quantitatively synthesize 573 effects from 222 research reports comprising data from 48,478 students to evaluate test-enhanced learning in the classroom. The research findings shed light on practical applications and theoretical explanations of the testing effect. In brief, the takeaway messages are:

1. Testing, by comparison with other strategies (such as no/ filler activity, restudying, and other elaborative strategies), overall boosts student attainment, and the enhancement is to a medium-sized extent ($g = 0.499$).
2. Test-enhanced learning generalizes to a variety of test formats.
3. In the classroom, testing not only consolidates retention of content that is directly tested but also promotes memorization of untested knowledge.
4. Presenting corrective feedback following quizzing enhances the mnemonic benefits of testing.
5. The more occasions class content is tested, the larger the learning gains.
6. The testing effect occurs in primary (elementary), secondary (middle and high), and postsecondary (university/college) education. The effect in continuing education requires more research.
7. Male and female students obtain comparable learning benefits from testing.
8. The enhancing effect of testing applies across 18 academic subject categories.
9. Testing not only enhances learning of facts but also facilitates knowledge comprehension and application.
10. Quizzes administered in the classroom tend to be more beneficial than ones administered outside the classroom. Quizzes administered after teaching more effectively boost attainment than ones administered prior to teaching. Administration mode has minimal influence on the magnitude of the testing effect.
11. The longer the testing treatment, the larger the learning gains.
12. Stake level plays little moderating role in the classroom testing effect.
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